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T H E  EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS 
OF  17-YEAR AND 13-YEAR CICADAS, AND THREE NEW SPEClES 
(tIon~optcra, Cicadidae, Magicicada)" 
INTRODUCTION 
T H E  periodical cicadas make up a truly amazing group of animals; since 
their discovery over 300 years ago, the origin and significance of their ex- 
tendecl lifc cycles have been a continual source of l>uzzlement to  biologists. 
Their incredible ability to merge by the ~nilliolls as noisy, flying, gregarious, 
photo-positive adults ~ ~ i t h i n  a matter of hours alter having spent 13 or 17 
ycars underground as silent, burrowing, solitary, sedentary juveniles is 
without parallel in the animal kingdom. 
T h e  number of species of periodical cicadas has becn in doubt since 
Fisher (1851) described cassini as a result of John Cassin's observations on 
the distinctiveness of two 17-year fonns. Prior to that time only Linnaeus' 
(1758) species, septendecim, had been recognized (costa,lis Fabricius, 1798, 
lias never been regarded as other than a synonym of septendecinz; cl. Distant, 
1906). I n  1868 Walsh and Riley distinguished a 13-year species, t7-edecinz, 
frorn the 17-year forms, bringing to four the total number of fornlally des- 
ignated species. No additional species have since been described. Marlatt 
(1923) in his cxtensive treatment of this group recognizcd but a single 
species, septendeci7n, with three "races" or "varieties," and until recently 
this suggestion had been almost universally accepted. 
We have been studying periodical cicadas since 1956; as a result we 
lound that Fisher's 17-year cicada, cassi7zi, is indeed a distinct species (Rtoorc 
and Alexander, 1958). In  1959 we observed for the first time an elnergencc 
of 13-year cicadas. Becausc of certain notes in the literature (e.g., Walsh and 
Kilcy, 1868, 11. 63), we expected to find counterparts of the two known 17- 
year species. These were present, but surprisingly there was also a third, 
clearly distinct species. This led us to suspect immediately that a third 17- 
year species also existed. Re-examination of 17-year specimens showed a 
morphological counterpart of the third 13-year species, ironically absent 
or very scarce in the particular localities where we had studied 17-year 
cicadas in thc field during 1956 and 1957. However, in Alexander's field 
notes there was a clear description of a song identical to that o l  the third 
13-year species, heard repeatcd over and over again on a single occasion in 
1957 in Ross County, Ohio, and bclieved then to be an aberrant cassini 
* Fonds for the publication of this monograph were derived from the income on the 
cndowrnent of the Horace I-I. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, and made available by 
~ h c  Exccutivc Board 01 that School as Project R No. 32-Museum of Zoology. 
male. Eventually we detectcd the salrle song in the background of a tape 
recording made by Robert A. Champlain and Flank W. Fisk in June, 
1953, in Delaware County, Ohio. Finally, in June, 1961, we found the 
expected specics, along with the other two 17-year cicadas, in Brood I in 
Rockbridge County, Viiginia, confirming that there are indeed three 17- 
year species as well as thiee 13-year species-six separate entities in this 
remarkable group. Examination ol more than 10,000 specimens in 38 collec- 
tions in eastern United States has indicated that three species probably 
occur in every one of the 20-25 recogni~able broods of periodical cicadas. 
The  history of these species, their macro- and micro-distributional relation- 
ships, and their inte~actions, especially with respect to acoustical behavior 
and othel adult activities, present an unusual, perhaps unique evolutionary 
problem. This group seems cer tain to play an important role in the recon- 
struction of thc distributional history of the fauna of easteln North Amer- 
ica, especially with regard to Pleistocene and post-Pleistocene events. We 
hope that the infolmation given here will stiiriulate the kind of investiga- 
tion needed to fill the many inlportant gaps remaining in our knowledge 
of pe~iodical cicadas. 
NOMENCLATURE AND SYNONYRIY 
So far as we have been able to determine (see acknowledg~r~e~~ts), not a 
single specinien remains to represent any ol the four names applied in this 
gr0~111. Consequently, along with descriptions o'f tlie thrce new species, we 
are including neotype designations and re-descriptions o i  the three pre- 
viously named species. All type specimens, and originals or copies of all 
tape recordings mentioned in this paper, are deposited in tlie University of 
Alichigan Rluseum ol Zoology, Ann Arbor, RIichigan. 
Mngicicada W .  T .  Davis, 1925, p. 43 
Type, by original designation, Cicada septendeci7n Linnaeus; Cicada 
c.assi~zi Fisher included. The  members of this genus can be separated from 
all other eastern North American cicadas by their reddish eyes and wing 
vcins (yellowish or brownish in preserved specimens) and by their 13-year or 
17-year life cycles. The  tiinbals are not covered; the dorsal thorax is black 
without patterning; and the head including the eyes is distinctly wider than 
the front edge of the pronotum and distinctly narrower than the rear edge 
of the pronotum. 
TIIE 17-YEAR AND 18-YEAR CICADAS 
Cictrda ~e/~lorrlecirr~ Linnacus, 1758, 11. 436. "C. ~~igro-vircsccns, elytris ~nargine flavescente, 
c;~pilc ucrillcluc octo-striato. Kalm. act. Stockh. 1756. p. 101. Cicada maxilla utraque 
lit~cis octo tr;lnsvcrsis concavis, alaru~il  nargine infcriorc lutcsccnte. Habitat in Amer- 
ica boreali." 
Tcltigol~in costalis Fabricius, 1798, p. 511. "T. atra elytris hyalinis; costa fulva. Habitat 
in I'hiladelphia Mus. nam. Bosc. Statura pracccdentis [Tibicen f)lebejn). Chput ct 
thorax atra. Abdomen nigrurn scgmctltoruln marginibus subtus tcslaceis. Elytra acluca 
costa lateofulva, inprimis a basi ad medium. Pedes nigri fcmoribus anticus sr~fis." 
N~io.ryr~<, ?d~~.~l . -Ohio,  Ilelawarc County, Orange Townsl~ip, Brown Fruit Farm, Junc 
1953 (Brood X), I). J. Borror and C. R. Recsc. Body primarily black above, primarily 
rctldish bcncath; appendages primarily reddish; latcral extensions of pronotrtln bctwccn 
cycs and wing bases reddish-yellow; prothoracic pleura reddish-yellow: wing veins yclloru- 
ish-brown, radial W in forc~vings with yellowish-brown veins and lightly clouded 1t.itli 
yellowish-brown; apical tarsal segments rcddish-brown, darker toward thcir tips; abtlorn- 
i ~ ~ a l  Lcrgitcs rcd(lis11-black with black apical borders; visible abdominal stcrnitcs almost 
cnlircly rcddish; tcrgutn ant1 sternum reddish-ycllow in the spiracular rcgion; body lcngth 
(front of liead to tip of subgeniial plate), 27.5 mm.; length of forewin.gs, (L, R) 33.5 mm.; 
width of forcwings, (I>, R) 13.0 mm.; 5 timbal ribs pcr mtn., beginning with fourth rib 
from basc; 12 complete timbal ribs. Preserved in 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
~<EPRESENTATIVE F e ~ ~ ~ ~ e . - S a m e  data as male and preserved in same bottle. Same as 
1n;tlc cxcept radial W in forcwing heavily clor~ded with ycllo~wish-bmwn; abdotninal 
tc1.g-ites black; reddish inargin on eighth abdominal tcrgite; body length (front oC head 
to tip of ovipositor shcath), 29.1 mm.; lcngth of forcwings, (L) 34.4 mm., (R) 345 mm.; 
width of forcwings, (L) 13.2 mm., (R) 13.1 rnni. 
This is the largest and most northern 17-year species, and the niost 
universally known periodical cicada; it is the species with thc fainous 
"Pharaoh" call. Linnaeus described it on the basis of specimens and illlor- 
mation furnished by the Swedish botanist Pehr Kalin as a result ol Kalni's 
obser~ations in 1694 in Pennsylvania and New York, especially along thc 
Schuylkill River in Pennsylvania (Kalm, 1756, in J. J. Davis, 1953). In his 
tlescription, Linnaeus cites Kalm's article and copics directly the Latin 
descriptive phrases suggested by Kalm; but Linnaeus gives no locality. 
Because some doubt must remain as to the status and relationships oC 
thc cicadas present in different broods (until these have all been studied 
by the ineans now at hand), we have designated neotypes froin the broods 
involved in the original descriptions. The  periodical cicadas emerging in 
I749 in ilorlheastcr~l United States correspond to Marlatt's Brood X; the 
only other periodical cicadas emerging in large numbers during that yea1 
would have been 13-year cicadas of Brood XXX, known only from Rilorc- 
house Parish, Louisiana, and Cass County, Missouri. 
We do not have individual specimens from Brood X for which songs 
1 Wc Ilclchy dcaignatc this same spccinien as ncolypc for Tetligonia costalis Fabii~ius,  
1798, dcsc~ibcd without date 01 collc~liotl. 
h w e  been recorded. E-lowcver, rec:ordings ol Brood X choruses contaii~ 
recognizable songs ol' all three 17-year species (OSU Tape 667F). We are 
designating neot.ypes of se f l tcndec in~ and cnssini fro111 specinlens collected 
by D. J. Borror and C;. K. Keese in June 1953 at the sanle place that the 
recording was made. 
Mngicicclda cnssi~li (Fisher)-Cassin's 17-Year Cicada 
Circctla c t r . \ ~ i ~ ~ i i  F sher, 1851, 1). 252. " $  total length of body, 9-10th~ of an inch; of the 
wings, 1 2-10th~ inchcs; 9 frequently smaller. 
"Colors ;tnd gcncral appcarancc much like those of Cicada s c / ) l e i ~ d e c i r ~ ~ ,  Linn., 
but darkcr, ant1 the segments of the abdorncn below arc niore narro\vly bordcred 
with yellow. Note different from that of C. sefite~trleciitl, and morc like that of some 
of the grasshoppcrs. Inhabits the neighborhood of Philadclphia. . . . " 
Cassirl (1851), in an article immediately following Fisher's description, 
gives a detailed disc~lssion of the difference between cnssini and septen- 
decinz. He points out that he made these obsewatiolls first in the I834 
emergence, four years following Hildreth's (1830) article in which the latter 
stated: "There appeared to be two varieties ol the cicada, one much slrialler 
than the other; there was also a striking difference in their notes." Cassin's 
conclusions were appropriate: "In short, it appears to me that the study of 
these insects, and the exalrlination of their separate ranges, might result in 
conclusions of extraordinary importance, especially relative to modern views 
ol' the distribution of animals." 
NEO.I.YI-K, M A L I ' . . - ~ ~ ~ o ,  Delaware County, Orange Township, Bro~vn Fruit Farm, 
June 1953 (Broocl X), D. J.  Borror and C. R .  Recsc. Body black above, ahnost entirely 
black bcncath; appendages primarily reddish; lateral cstcnsions of pronoturn between 
cycs ant1 wing bascs black; prothoracic pleura black; wing veins ycllowis11-brown, ratlial 
\ V  in fo rcwin ,~  with dark brown veins and lightly clouded with yellmvish-bro~vn; ;rpical 
tarsal scgtnents rcddisll-brown, gradually darkcr toward their tips; atjdominal tergitcs 
black; first four visible abtlominal sternites black cscept for reddish-brown margins that 
cover one-third or less of rhc width of the sternites and are narrowed medially: other 
abdominal stcrnitcs black; tcrgum and sternum reddish-black in thc spiracular rcgion; 
body length, 24.3 mm.; length o f  forewings, (L) 26.5, (R) 23.8 mm; width of forcwings, 
(1.) 11.0, (R) 10.4 mtn.; 6 timbal ribs per mm., bcginnitig with fonrth rib from 1,ase; 13 
co~nplctc timbal ribs; prescnwl in 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
R~~PRISENTA'I'IVE F~fi~~r.1.-Same data as malc and prcscrvcd in salnc boltlc. Same as 
malc cxccpt that rcddish margins on first four abdominal stcl.nitcs covcr onc-fonrth to 
onc-third the width of the spiracular I-egion; rcdtlish margin on eighth abtlotninal 
tcrgitc; body lcngth, 26.9 mm.; lcngth of forewings, (L) 31.1, (R) 31.0 mln.; width of 
forewings, (L, R) 12.3 mm. 
This species is internlediate in size between septendecim and the next 
species, and differs from septendecim in: (1) having the pronoturn and 
prothoracic pleura all black, (2) having the abdominal sternites either all 
black or illarked only with narrow reddish transverse bands at  the apexes 
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of some sternites, and (3) having a distinctive call consisting of a series of 
ticks followed by a buzz. 
Fisher named this species in honor of John Cassin who was the first to 
list clearly the morpl~ological, behavioral, and song differences between this 
~pecies and septendfrinz.  We have shortened the original spelling by drop- 
ping the final i, and we suggest that i t  be called "Cassin's 17-year cicada." 
T h e  frequently usetl term "dwarf cicada" is inappropriate for several rea- 
sons, not the least of which is the intermediate size of this species. 
Magicicada septendecula, new species-The Litlle 17-Year Cicada 
I- Ior .orr .~~~,  MAI.E.-Ohio, Delaware County, Orange Township, Brown Fruit Farm, 
June 1953 (Rrood X), 11. J. Borror and C. R. Reesc. Body black above, primarily black 
beneath; appendages primarily reddish, lateral extensions of pronotum between eyes ant1 
wing bases black; prothoracic pleura black; wing veins yellowish-brown, radial W in fore- 
wings with dark brown veins and lightly clouded; apical tarsal segments reddish-brown, 
gradually darker toward their tips; abdominal tergites black; first four visible abdo~ni~ia l  
sternites black except for reddish margins that cover about half the width of the sternites 
and are trot constricted tnedially; other al,tln~uinal sternites black; terguln and sternum 
retldish-black in  the spiracular region; body length, 23.9 mm.; length of forewings, (L) 
2G.G, (R) 27.4 mm.; witltl~ of forewings, (L) 11.1, (R) 11.0 mm.; 6 timbal ribs per mm.; 
beginning wit11 fourth rib from base; 11 complete tirnbal ribs; preserved in 70 per cent 
ethyl alcohol. 
RI:PRESENTATIVE FF~IAI.E.-Same data as male ant1 prcscrval in same bottle. Same as 
male except body reddish-black above (tencral?); abdominal tergites reddish-black, darker 
at  margins, except for light margin on eighth abdtrtninal tergite; fourth abdominal sternite 
or~ly about one-third reddish; body lerrgth, 25.5 mm.; length of forewings, (I,, R) 29.3 
mm.; width of forewings, (1,) 11.9 mm., (R) 12.0 mm. 
This  is the smallest and least frequently collected 17-year cicada. I t  is 
morphologically distinguishable lrom septendpcim by its entirely black 
pronotum and prothoracic pleura, and from cassini by (1) its tibiae, whicll 
are either entirely reddish or else have narrow black apical markings cov- 
ering no more than one-third of the segment, and (2) the 1,rominent reddish 
bands on its abdominal sternites. T h e  call of septendeculn is most distinc- 
tive; it is a selies of short buries (usually 20-40), each bu77 prefaced by a 
ticking found. Near the end of each series, the buz7es are omitted and only 
ticks a1 e produced. 
Mngiricndn tred~ri17z (Walsh and Riley)-Riley's 13-Year Cicada 
Cicada tredrrivz Walsh and Riley, 18G8, p. G3. "There are absolutely no perceptible spe- 
L I ~ (  tliAe~ence\ I~etwecn the 17-year and the 13-year broods, other than in the time 
ot mat~tring; but whc~her  or not, scientifically speaking, they are to be considered as 
specifically distinct, we shall, for convenience sake, name the 17-year brood Cicada 
t ~ e r l e r i ~ r l ,  in contradistinction to Cirndn rr/~trnzrlrritiz [pic], the 17 vear blood." The  
sibling of sc /~ t rndec i~~z  is figulcd. 
10 ALEXANDER AND MOORE 
NI~TYI 'E ,  M ~ ~ ~ . - M i s s o u r i ,  Butler County, Little Black River, 23 May 1959 (Brood 
SIX), I<. D. Alexander and T. E. Moore. Collected in copula with representative fctnale 
tlcscribcd belo~v. Same as AI.  septendecirn except radial W in forewings heavily clouded; 
visible abdominal sternitcs entirely reddish; body length, 28.6 mm.; length a£ forewings, 
(L) 34.1 mm, (R) 34.0 mm.; width of forewings, (L, R) 13.0 mm.; 5 timbal ribs per mm.; 
12 cotnplete tiunbal ribs; preserved in 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
l < ~ ~ : ~ , ~ < e s e ~ r ~ r ~ v ~  FKMALI..-SPII~C data as male and presel-vcd in same botllc. Same as 
male except abdominal lergites black, eighth tergite with slightly ~loticeahle orange border; 
visible abdominal sternites (lark a t  Ime; pronotum with a puncture along the outer dorsal 
groove behind the left eye; body length, 33.4 mm.; length or forewings, (I~.) 36.6, (R) 36.5 
tnln.; width of forewings, (I>) 14.3, (R) 14.2 mm. 
This is the largest or the 13-year cicadas and like its sibling, srptentlecin7, 
it is distinguished f i  om the other 13-year species by reddish pronotal patches 
between the eyes and wing bases, reddish abdominal sternites, and the 
"Pharaoh" call of the males. 
No type IocaIity was given by Walsh and Kiley in the original descrip- 
tion, bu t  this species was apparently described on the basis of their obseiva- 
tion5 01 a siinultaneous emergence of Brood XTX of 13-year cicadas and 
TSrootl X of 17-year cicadas, probably in Missouri or Illinois. 
Magicicada tredecassini, new species-Cassin's I 3-year Cicada 
~IOI~O.I.I.I'E, MAI.IC.-Misso~~ri, Butler County, I.ittle Black River, 15 May 19.59 (Brood 
XIX), R. D. Alexander and T. E. Moore. Same as cu.ssiizi except reddish margins on second 
and l'ourtll visible abdominal sternitcs not noticeably narrowed rncdially; left hind leg 
torn off a t  trochanter; body lengtlr, 25 mm.; lenglh of forewings, (I.), 29.5, (K) 29.4 mm.; 
width of forewings, (I,) 11.1, (R) 11.2 mm.; six timbal ribs per mm.; 12 complete timbal 
ribs; prcservctl in 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
RIII~RI~SENTATIVE F ~ h l ~ ~ e . - S a m e  data as nlalc ant1 preserved in samc bottle. Same as 
male except radial W in forc~vings more heavily cloudcd; rcddish margins on abdominal 
sternites not noticeably narrowctl; reddisll margin on eighth abdomi~ral tergite; left 
forewing with an  apical triangular notch out of wing and with a d a ~ k  spot at center 
of a ~nalformation in nrCdian arca of wing; botly length, 25.6 mm.; length of fo~ewil~gs,  
(L) 30.9, (R) 31.5 mru.; width of forewings, (L) 12,0, (R) 12.1 mIn. 
Like its 17-year sibling, t r e d r c n r ~ i n i  is intermediate in si7e between the 
other two 18-year species, and it is distinguished l r o ~ n  them 1)y the same 
characteristics that distinguish rnssini from the other two 17-year species. 
Magicicada tredecula, new species-The Little 13-Year Cicada 
1~01.0~1.1'1'., MAI.E.-Missonri, Bntler County, 18 May 1959, R. L). Alcxander and T. E. 
Moore, upland woods west of thc Little Black River. Same as A<. sepleizdecitn except apical 
tarsal segments arc rcddish-brown all the way to their tips; body length, 24.4 mm.; length 
of forewings, (L,) 27.9, (R) 27.2 mm.; width of forewings, (L, R) 10.9 mm.; 7 timbal 
ribs per mm.; IS complete timbal ribs; presel-ved in 70 per cent ethyl alcolrol. 
REPKESII.NTATIVE FlriV~~.e.-Same data as male and preserved in salne bottle. Same as 
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male except tnaigin of eighth abdominal tergite reddish; body length, 26.9 mm.; length 
of forewings, (L) 30.6, (R) 30.5 mm.; width of forewings, (L) 11.3, (R) 11.4 mm. 
In addition to the names discussed above, Distant (1906) lists Cicada 
brzlneosa Wild (1852) as a synonym of Tibicina (=  Magicicada) septen- 
d ~ c i r n  (Linnaeus). However, Wild did not refer to l~rzlneosa as a periodical 
cicada, but rather stated that it " . . .  appears here each year . . . .  " Further, 
he compared the relative ease of capturing septendecirn with the great diffi- 
culty in capturing bruneosa. I t  would appear that bruneosa is a misspellillg 
of bruenosa which in turn was a common misspelling of Say's (1825) species 
pruinosa, belonging in the genus Tibicen Latreille. In any event it is evident 
that Wild was not intending to describe a new species. There are at least 
six species of Tibicen in the Baltimore, Maryland, area where he worked, 
including T. pruinosa (Say). 
Many of the details of morphological, behavioral, and distributional 
differences among the six Magicicada species discussed above will be found 
in following portions of the paper, which deal individually with these items. 
SPECIES IDENTIFICATION TABLE 
SIZE AND COLOR.-Large (27-33 mm. in body length); prothoracic pleura 
and lateral extensions of pronotum between eyes and wing bases reddish; 
abdominal sternites primarily reddish brown or yellow. 
SONGS OF I~~~vI~u~~s.-Low-pitched, buzzing phrases of fairly even in- 
tensity lasting 1-3 seconds and terminating with a noticeable drop in pitch 
("Phaaaaaaraoh); no ticks involved; the quality of this sound can be 
imitated very closely by simultaneously humming and whistling. 
SONG CI-IORUSES.-A~ even, monotonous roaring or buzzing noise pro- 
duced most intensely in the morning; there are no regular or obvious fluctu- 
ations in intensity or pitch, especially on clear, calm days. 
Lice Cycles: 
17-year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  septendecim. 
1 %year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tredecim. 
SIZE AND COLOR.-Intermediate in size (20-28 mm. in body length); 
prothoracic pleura and lateral extensions of pronotum between eyes and 
wing bases black; abominal sternites all black, or a few sternites marked 
with a narrow band of reddish brown or yellow on the apical third-this 
band is often constricted or interrupted medially; ultimate tarsal segments 
with apical half or Inore black. 
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SONGS OF I N ~ I v ~ ~ r r ~ ~ s . - R a p i d l y  delivered tick series that last 2-3 seconds 
alternated with high-pitched, sibilant buzzes that last 1-3 seconds and 
noticeably rise, then fall in pitch and intensity. 
SONG CI-IORUSI;S.-A shrill, sibilant buzzing sound produced most intense- 
ly in the afternoon and either regularly or irregularly rising and falling 
in intensity; the intensity pulsation is most pronounced on clear, calm days 
when it occurs regularly about 12 times a minute; during these times, ticks 
can sometimes be heard between the peaks of intensity in the buzzing sound. 
Life Cycles: . . 
17-year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  cassznz. 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13-year t~edeca.rsznz. 
SIZE AND COLOR.-Small (19-27 mm. in body length); prothoracic pleura 
and lateral extensions of pronotuin between eyes and wing bases black; 
abdominal sternites black basally with a broad, transverse, apical band of 
reddish yellow or brown covering about hall of each sternite and not inter- 
rupted medially; ultimate tarsal segments entirely reddish brown or yellow, 
or with a nnrroav black band covering no  more than one-third of each seg- 
ment. 
SONGS OF I ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s . - H i g h - p i t c h e d ,  brief phrases (each like a very 
short buzz and tick delivered together) produced at rates of 3-5 per second 
in series of 20-40; the final phrases in each series are brief because they lack 
the short buzz; the entire call lasts 7-10 seconds. 
SONG CHORIISES.-A more or less continuous repeating of short, separated 
buzzes or "zzzt" sounds, produced without regular fluctuations in pitch or 
intensity; most intense around mid-day (one should attempt to locate 
individuals to confirm the presence of this song because oE the possibility of 
confusion with the courtship singing of -cassini siblings). 
Life Cycles: 
17-year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  septendecula. 
13-year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tredecula. 
DISCUSSION OF BROODS 
Nearly all of the published records (500 + ) of periodical cicadas-in- 
cluding Marlatt's extensive studies-have failed to distinguish species, other 
than to separate 17-year cicadas from 13-year rircadas. Rarely has enough 
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inCorination been given to enable subsequent workers to deternlinc ~vliich 
species were involved. The  -clecula siblings have not been recog~iized at all, 
except lor the unpublished observations of an amateur naturalist, the late 
Conrad Roth oS Portsmouth, Ohio. Consequently, it is desirable to begin a 
thorough study of  he nature and distribution of species within the broods. 
We have studied, in the field, Broods I, XIII, XIV, and XIX, and we have 
searched in vain, both in the field and among museum collections, for 
individuals emerging between 1956 and 1961 which would be part of the 
literature-designated Broods XV, XVI, XVII, XX, and XXI. The  distribu- 
tion maps in Figs. 1-3 are the result of examination of more than 10,000 
specimens, and all locality records are based on specimens or field observa- 
tions; no literature records are included. The  presence of three species has 
been verified lor 12 different broods as follo~vs: 17-year cicadas-I, 11, 111, 
LV, V, IX, X, XIII, XIV; 13-year cicadas-XIX, XXIII, XXIV. In several 
cases, specimens representing three species are available from the same 
localities lor two, three, or more successive emergences of the same brood. 
In addition, septendecim and cassini have been identified for emergence 
ycars that would represent Broods VI, VIII, and XII; septendecim and 
sefitendeczlla for years representing Brood XVII; and tl-edecinz and t ~ e d e c -  
zlla for years representing Broods XVIII and XXII (cf. Table 2). Paucity 
ol specimens, incoinpleteness of species representation, and questionable 
literature records raise doubt as to the significance o'f the remaining 12 
broods designated by Marlatt (VII, XI, XV, XVI, XX, XXI, XXV-XXX). 
Most likely, specimens collected on years that would correspond to these 
"broods" are really stragglers that have failed to produce self-perpetuating 
broods. Over a period of 100 years or so, a very low rate of straggling could 
result in several specimens for an off year. Possibly, some of these broods 
may have recently become extinct, or may still remain as scattered remnants 
of previously Inore abundant ones. 
We have been especially interested in the problem of stragglers, and so 
have tried on every possible occasion to locate cicadas on off years. We have 
been successful only five times, three of these relating to Brood X. Moore 
heard one septendeci7t.z male briefly in a woodlot near Danville, Illinois 
(Vcri~lilion County), in 1952, the year before the heavy emergence there; in 
1951, he hcarci two or three septendecim phrases in three different locations 
pcrhaps a hall mile apart in the same woods on five different occasions in 
as many days. Alexander heard a single septendecim phrase during a two- 
day collecting trip in Hocking County, Ohio, June 4-5, 1954, one year after 
Brood X had emerged there. In June 1961, we Sound a recently cast 
septendecim nymphal skin in Jackson County, Ohio; J. N. Knull and Ed- 
ward S. Thomas both supplied us with records of septendccinz in Hocking 
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County, Ohio, in Rilay 1961. I t  is interesting that we have heard no species 
other th;un scplcndeciin in these situations. 
Alexander has made the following unsuccessful searches for stragglers on 
years following heavy emergences: DuPage :ulld Cook counties, Illinois, 
June 1957 (after Brootl XIlI);  Pickaway and Koss counties, Ohio, June  
1958 (alter Brood XIV); Piatl, Macon, Johnson, and Willianlson counties, 
Illinois, and Davidson and Cheatham counties, Tennessee, June 1960 (alter 
Brood XIX). Moore unsuccessfully searclled for stragglers of Brood XI11 in 
early June 1!)57 in Lake County, Indiana, and in Champaign, Cook, 
Grundy, Kankakee, LaSalle, Livingston, and Woodford counties, Illinois. 
A negative listening record made a t  the right time of day and under 
proper weather conditions is much more significant than failure to collect 
specimens. T h e  few records that we have suggest that straggling is not 
significant totlay, in spite of the high density of the pol)ulations studied. 
I n  addition to the obvious rigidity in length of life cycles, the failure of 
successive broods to broadly overlap geographically suggests that competi- 
tive factors reduce the chances of successful brood establishment through 
straggling. 
Periodical cicadas probably have been taken on Inore different years in 
southcr~l Ohio than in any other location. This may be largely because E. 
S. Thonlas, J. N. Knull, and other Ohio entomologists have kept this area 
under close surveillarlce for many years, and because their records are avail- 
able to us. We have reliable reports ol at  least a few cicadas in the area of 
Hocking, Fairfield, Athens, and Jackson counties for the following years: 
1944, 1948 (Brood V), 1949, 1952, 1953 (Krood X), 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957 
(Brood XIV), and 1961; or for ten different years across a periotl of 18 years, 
during which only three large broods occurred there. I t  is possible that this 
area is not unusual, and that nlore careful records will show that many loca- 
tions have sollie periodical cicadas on several differcnt years. But, as will be 
pointed out later, it seelrls also possible that southern Ohio is u~lusual, and 
that the large number of stragglers there is related to thc role this area 
played in brood lornlation during the Pleistocene. 
T h e  following summaries of field observations on Broods I, XIII, XIV, 
and XIX, bring our study ol the broods up to  date and take into account 
the presence of three species in each case. Information concerning the other 
l>roocls will be published as it accumulates in an effort to provide detailed 
iillorlllation through at least one complete cycle of 17 years. 
Our observations on this brood, carried out in northern Illinois in 1956, 
have already been published (Riloore and illexander, 1958). We distin- 
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guishetl ( ( L \ J z ~ L ~  i ~ ~ l d  ~eptc7zder111~,  but did not locale septe~zdecula.  We have 
fount1 no specimens of septrndeczlla in the several quai ts ol cicadas we 
colle~ted in 1956, and, therelole, believe that it was not present in the aleah 
wllcle wc worketl. Olily a iew individuals ol septendcrzlln have beell found 
in the other m;itcrial ol this brood that we have examined, and all wevc 
froill areas consitlei-ably south ol the four counties where we worked. The  
chances ol our having missed the species are very slight; in 1959 we were 
aware ol tredecz~ln in Butler County, Missouri, within a few lniilutes after 
critering the first woods containing cicadas ("lo~wland forest," Fig. 4), 
altho~lgl1 this sljecies was not abundant thcre, it was colnpletely new to us, 
;rncl we had not in any way anticipated its presence. 
In  northern Illinois, septendecim is definitely more abundant than 
ctrssini in Brood XIII; cassini was not sufficiently dense in 1956 in the areas 
wheic we studied it to ;rchicve the striking synchrony we have since observed 
rclxatedly, both in southern Ohio in Broocl XIV (Alexander and Moore, 
1958) and in Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas, and Illinois in Brood XIX 
(t7 edccnssini). 
The thlec scpk>i lc lec~n~ s1)ecimens show11 horn Ohio, Virginia, a i d  
St,ltcn I\l;rncl, New York, lor [he 1956 emergence of Brood XI11 (Fig. I )  
nlost likely reprcserit individuals that ernergecl a year early for Blood XIV. 
SUMMARY OF LOCALITIES 
1r.r.r~ors.-Champaign Co.: Urbana, May 1956, septendeciwz. Cook Co.: Brookfield, 
1956, seple~zdecinr; Orland Park LO La Grangc, June 1956, se~~tenrleciin, cnssini; Chicago 
Hcighls, May 1956, sef)lcntleci~n~, co.s.sini; River Grove, June 1956, septendeci71z, cassiizi; 
\.Vcstcrn Springs, 17 June 1956, sefitendecim, cclssini; Palos Park, 16 Junc 1956, sef~lei l -  
r l ( ~ r i ~ ~ ~ ,  cn.s.~iizi, 30 A11.g. 1922, septeizdecir~z; Chicago, 18 June 1939, sefitendeci1i7, 5 July 
19119, .sc./~leirdecinr, 1 Aug. 1956, seplendecim, 11 June 1888, seplendeciiil; Mrillow Springs, 
30 May 1922, sr,ptendecioi; Park Forest, 5 Junc 1956, sefitendecirrr; Worth, 12 June 1956, 
se / ) le~ idrc i~~z .  DeKalb Co.: Sandwich, 1956, septendecim. DuPage Co.: Dow~lcrs Grove, 
, J I I I~C 1956, septendecin~,  cns.sini; Hinsdale, May 1956, septendecirn, rossini. Edgar Co.: 
p. , u ~ s ,  .' 1956, septendecinc. Grundy Co.: Morris, June 1956, septendecim, cnssini. Kanc Co.: 
S of Ellx~rn,  1956, se()teizderim. Icankakec Co.: Bor~rbonnais, 17 June 1956, seplendecinz, 
rcrssilli. I.akc Co.: Ravinia, 2 July 1905, srf)tendecim; Lakc Forest, May 1905, sel) tendecin~; 
Higl~land I'ark, 1956, sej)tendeciin,; LibcrLyvillc, 1956, septendecim. La Salle Co.: Ottawa, Junc 
I<).',(;, .sc,/jlrirdeci71i, ccis.riiti; N E  o f  Ottawa, 18 Juuc 1956, septe~zdcciitl,, cnssini; Marseilles, 
I8 Jrcnc 1956, . s r l ~ l r n d e c i ~ ~ ~ ,  ccrs.sini. Lcc Co.: Lowell Park, 18 June 1956, septendecin~. 
I,ivi~~gslon Co.: Dwigh~,  June 1956, cns.rini; Pontiac, 18 Junc 1956, septendeciln, cns.sini, 
sc(~l~~~rdcczc1n. Marshall Co.: near H c n ~ y ,  28 May 1956, sc~l)tendeci7n. Menax1 Co.: N of 
Grccnviclv, 1956, .ref~tendccii~a. McHenly Co.: Algonquin, 12 Junc 1905, septeizdeciiiz. 
McI.c;in Co.: Kappa, on both sides of rivcr, June 1956, sefjtendecim, cnssini. Ogle Co.: 
Oregon, June 1905, sc~jtendeciin: Sinnissippi State Forest, near Ore.gon, 18 June 1956, 
sef~tr;ndrcim. i'coria Co.: Peoria, 4 June 1905, sefitendecim, 8 June 1956, se]~tendecim. 
Piatt co.: White I-Icalh, 29 May 1933, sefitendcci~ts. Putnam Co.: Magnolia, 13 June 1956, 
seplcrldeciin. Rock Island Co.: Molinc, 1956, se~~lei~deci i iz .  Sanga~non Co.: N E  of Spring- 
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ticld, 1956, tussii~i. IYill Co.: C:~-rtc. 22 June  1888, ,sc./~trizdrriirr; Jolict, 1956, sef~tendcrrtrr: 
Rlokcna, 1956, ~eplendecirrl. \lJootlto~tl (:o.: Kappa, on bo t l~  sitlcs of rivcr, June 1956, 
sr~/)/cr~dcciirl, cn.ssini. Wootl~zfiard Co.: hlackina\v Rivcr along 1J.S. 150, June 1956, sei~tsiz- 
decirrl. County Unkno\vn: MI. Grccnrvootl, 9 Junc 1956, se/~tci~dccirrl. 
~ N D I A N A . - ~ , ~ ~ ~  Go.: Crow11 l'oint, 11 July 1956, scpleiidccinl, cnssirzi; June 1939, 
,sr/~/ertdeci~rr. La  Portc Co.: 16 July 1956, septelzdecim. l'ortcr Co.: 11 July 1956, septctl- 
ilcciirz. 
IOWA.-Ccdar Co.: 'l'ipton, July 1888, seplendecin~. Dubuquc Co.: Dubuc~uc, 30 Junc 
1888, ,sc/~lei~dcciir~. Jollnson Co.: Iowa City, 12 Junc 1956, ,se/~leizdeciita, septei~dccirln; 
.5 mi. S of Iowa City, 12 June  1956, scle,idcci!r~, cnssiizi, scl~tcndcc~tln?. Idinn Co.: Fair- 
fax, July 1888, septendcci~r~; 1';lllisadc Stale I'ark, 20 Junc 1956, scf~lcndeciin. Scott Co.: 
Davenport, 12 June 1871, sei,tcndeciirz. Tanla Co.: 23 Junc 1956, sc~jleizdecim, cassiizi, 
.~c/~lcizrlcciiln?. 
New YORK.-Richmond Co.: Slalcn Island, 24 Junc 1888, scplei~rlcc.iirr. 
0r11o.-Hocking Co.: May 1956, septeiadecinz. Pickarvay Co.: I\'asllington, 28 May 
I95G, septeizdrciin. 
V I R G ~ N ~ A . - ~ ~ O I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ C ~ ~  Co.: 30 Rlay 1956, sei~tendecim. 
\VISCONSIN.-Dane Co.: Madison, May-Junc 1939, sef)tcndecii~z. Grant Co.: 1956, 
,se/~tcirrlecim. Green Clo. :  Brodhcad, 8 Junc 1922, septendcciir~. Iowa Co.: June 1939, 
,sc/~/ci~rlcr.ii~r. Lafayctte Co.: 1956, sr[)lcnderioz. Richmond Co.: 1956, sc~~tcndeciin. Rock 
Co.: Bcloil, 9 Junc 1956, se/~tendccin~,, cns.siiii, May 1956, sefilei~dcciin, c.rr.s.siizi; Junc  1934, 
sc/~toldcriitr. W;tlworth Co.: Lake Gcncva, Junc 1939, seplci~tlccim. County U n k n o ~ v ~ ~ :  
\Vhitc Oak Springs, 28 Junc 1888, septcizdccinz. 
BROOI) XIV: 17-YEAR CICADAS 
Brood XIV is of special historical interest bccausc it was thc 1634 clner- 
gcnce of this brood that prompted the first published account of periodical 
cicadas-an anonymous letter quoted by Oldenberg (1666). Our 1957 study 
of Brood XSV was particularly concerned with the details of acoustical 
behavior (Alexander and illloore, 1958), and so was concentrated in one 
woods in Ross County, Ohio. In addition to several trips by Alexander to 
determine the northern brood limits in southern and eastern Ohio, four 
inore extensive field trips were made during which the participants listened 
for and collected 17-year cicadas. During late May, D. J. Borror drove from 
central Ohio to Charleston, West Virginia, and back; during May 20-24, 
H. H. Ross and L. J. Stannard drove lrom eastcentral Illinois through 
southeastern ICentucky into southwestern Missouri and back; during Junc 
7-9, Moore drove from southern Michigan through northwestern Ohio, 
northern Indiana, and northeastern Illinois, from south of Chicago to 
Champaign and Vermilion counties; during June 17-22, Moore drove from 
southern Michigan through central Maryland to the District of Columbia, 
down the Appalachian Mountains on the Virginia and North Carolina side 
to Great Smoky A/lountain National Park, back north along the western 
slope of the Appalachians in Tenncssee and Icentucky, through central Ohio 
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F I ~ : .  1 .  I ) i \ t ~ i b ~ ~ ~ i o n  of nroods XI11 and XIV, 17-year cicadas 
and back to Michigan. Thc  records from these trips and from s1111sequent 
examination of m:ttelial in collections from other yeals are plotted by coun- 
ty in Fig. 1. Only in Ohio, however, are we fairly celtain that an accurate 
picture of the brood limit is shown. 
I n  1957, Edward S. Thomas of T h e  Ohio State Museum told Alexander 
that the late Conlad Kotll of Portsmouth, Ohio, had brought to llinl t h e e  
clillerent kinds of cicadas whith he had associated with three diffelent congs 
in the 1940 emergence ol Brood XTV in Adams County, Ohio. Dr. Tllomas 
dicl not recall then what Roth had done with his specimens, but  Moole 
lound them in 1960 in the U. S. National Museum. In 1948, Roth sent 
additional specimens irom Brood V to the U. S. National Museun~, 40 
cas.tilzi and 11 septendecula, packaged separately, and wrote that "the ones 
wit11 the orange beneath [septendecula] are not nearly so plentiful as the 
ones wllith are black beneath [cassini]." Although he had sent all three 
qpecies in 1940, by this time he was concentrating on the two smaller specie5, 
re le~r  ing to them as "phases" o l  casrini. Thus, both of the species separations 
among 17-year cicadas were initially macle by amateur natulalists in soutli- 
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ern Ohio: cnsslnl lloin ~eptendeczrn In Blood V, 1829, by Hildretll (1830) 
in Washington County, and septcndecula from cassznl in Brood XIV, 1940, 
by Rot11 in Adains County. 
Alter listening to tape recordings of Magzcicada songs in 1957, Thomas 
helieved that the courtship song ol t n aznz-which superfi t ially resembles 
the calling song of srptender~~la-might have been the thirtl song desc~ibed 
to him by Roth. Nevertheless, we were awaie ol Koth's observations and 
lnatle a special effort to find a tlllrcl species in 1957. We wele unsuccesslul, 
and we now know that this was because our study area in Ross County, 
Ohio, was at the very northern limit of the thirtl species, srptendecula. In  
checking over our specimens and field notes following the finding ol three 
species in the 1959 emergence ol 13-year cicadas, we discovered inany speci- 
men5 ol s ~ ~ t c n d e c u l a  Iron1 southern Ohio localities worked by Alexander 
(but only belore singing had begun). Ac noted earlier, thele was one accul- 
ate descliption ol the septendcczlla song from Koss County in Alexander's 
field notes under "aberrant cnrszni songs." No specinlens of ~rptenderuln 
have becn lound in material taken from this brood in Ross County or 
lartller north in Ohio. 
W. T .  Davis (1924) indicated that both srptendecim and cassini ap- 
pealed in the 1923 enlergence of Brood XIV on Long Island, New York; 
in collections we have found specimens ol all t l l~ee  species lrom there. We 
have no evident e o l  the occullence of 17-year cicadas on Long lsland in 
1957. T h e  Illinois and Iowa localitiec for septenderznz ant1 cnssznz (Fig. 1) 
ale based on single specimens and ale most likely stragglels froin the pre- 
vious yea's emergence of Blood XIII. 
T h e  earliest dates of emelgelice recorded in 1957 are May 6-7 in Ken- 
tucky, May 7-10 in Virginia, and May 17 in Ohio. T h e  latest dates lor which 
livc adults ale known ale June 21 in Kentucky (all were dead by this time 
in the N u ~ r i \  Dam area of Tennessee and laige numljers were dead on the 
ground in Letchcr County, Kentucky), June 18 in North Carolina (all were 
dead by Junc 20 in the Asheville area), and June 22 in Ohio (large nurn- 
bers still active). 
Our inlolmation indicates that the approxi~nate alea o l  heavy emer- 
gence of both species in 1957 was bounded by Koss ailcl Cleiinont counties, 
Ohio, Harrisoil County, Indiana, Hopkins and W't~ren counties, ICentucky, 
Morgan and Blount counties, Tennessee, Ruthelford and Wilkes counties, 
No1 th Carolina, Letcher County, Kentucky, and Kanawha to Mason coun- 
ties, West Virginia. The  Woods Hole area ol Balilstable County, Massa- 
rhusett5, experienced a heavy einelgence, '~cco~cling to P. A. Wright and 
A. M. Elliott. We do not know the extent ol emergence in the mountain- 
ous areas of West Viiginia, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. 
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SUMMARY OF LOCALITIES 
I)rsr~uc.r OF COLUMBIA.-13 May 1957, septendecim; 11 June 1906, septendecim. 
ILI.INOIS.-CO~~ Co.: Chica,go, 17 June 1957, septendecim. 
~ N I ) I A N A . - ~ I O W ~  Co.: 19 May 1957, septendecula; Nashville, May, 1957, septendecim, 
9 June 1957, .\rptoi~decirn. Harrison Co.: 9 mi. S of Corydon, 25 May 1957, s e l ~ t e n d e c i t ~ ~ .  
Law~cnce Co.: I7 May 1957, cassini. 
IOWA.-Tohnaon Co.: Iowa City, 1922, cnsrini. Linn Co.: Fairfax, 1889, septrnderin~.  
Muscatine Co.: Muscatine, 26 May 1940, septendecim, cassini. 
Kl;~~rrrc~~.-Bourbo1i Co.: 12 June 1957, cassini. Edmonson Co.: Matnmoth Cave 
National I'ark, 20 May 1957, septentleci~n, cassini, septendecula. Fleming Co.: 12 June 
1957, ctr.rsini; S of Flemingsburg, 31 May 1957, cassini. Franklin Co.: 12 June 1957, cassini. 
Knox Co.: Kayjay, 12 June 1940, sefitendecirn. Letcher Co.: 13 mi. SE oE Whitaker (near 
Whitcshurg), Pine Mts., ca. 1000 ft. elev., 21 June 1957, septendeciol, cassilli. Mason Co.: 
12 June 1957, mssiiri. Nicholas Co.: 12 June 1957, septendecir~r, cassini; Blue Lick 
Springs, 5 June 1957, cassini. Oldham Co.: Pcwee Valley, 16 May 1957, septentiecinz, cassi~li, 
se$tendec~cla. Scott Co.: 12 June 1957, cassini. 
M~l<vr-~~o.-Frederick Co.: 3.2 mi. W of Emmitsburg, 18 June 1957, septendecim. 
M~ss~c~rus~n.s.-Barnstable Co.: Woods Hole, 8 June-4 July 1957, septendecim; 
Osterville, June 1957, septendecim. Plymouth Co.: l'lymouth, 3 July 1906, septendecinz. 
NISW Y~RK.-SuKolk Co.: Wyandanch, 25 June 1923, septendecim, cassini, .teptendecztla; 
Yaphank, 15 June 1923, septendecirn; Cold Spring Harbor, 14 June 1940, srptendecinl. 
County Unknowt~: 1)ix Hill?, Long Island, 6 July 1940, septendecim, sep tmdrc~l la .  
No~rrrr C ~ ~ o ~ r ~ A . - B u n c o r n b e  Co.: Blue Ridge Parkway, 1.5 mi. N of 1J.S. 70, 2500 
ft. clcv., 20 June 1957, septendecim (all dead), 9 May 1957, septmdecirn; Asheville, 11 
May 1957, septentleci~n. Caldwell Co.: 16 May 1957, seplendecirn; 8 May 1957, septendeci~n.  
Haywood Co.: 15 May 1957, septendecirn. Madison Co.: 15 May 1957, seijtendecim. Mitchell 
Co.: Penland, 3000 ft. elev., 18-19 June 1957, septendecinz. 
OHIO.-Adatns Co.: Duncansville, 23 June 1940, septendecim, cassini, septenderilla; 
West IJnion, I June 1940, septendeciin, cassini, s e p t e n d e c ~ ~ l a ;  3 mi. W of Manchester, 31 
May 1957, cassini; Serpent Mounds, 11 July 1940, cassini; Jefferson Township, 11 July 1940, 
cassini. Brown Co.: Abcrdeen, 31 May-I2 June 1957, cassini. Clermont Co.: June 1957, 
seplendecirn, cnssini, .srptendect~ln?; 22 May 1957, septendecina, cnssini. Clinton Co.: 4 mi. 
S of Wilmington, 1 July 1957, septendecinz. Franklin Co.: 27 May 1957, septendecitn, 
cnssini. Gallia Co.: Kio Grande to Callipolis, June 1957, cassini. Hi.ghland Co.: Fort Hill, 
12 May 1957, se@tenrleci~rl; 12-25 June 1957, cassini. Pickaway Co.: where Deer Creek crosses 
Route 138, 6 J u n e  1957, cassini. Pike Co.: Lake White, 23 June 1940, seplendecin~; Mor- 
gantown, 23 June 1940, septendecim. Ross Co.: SE of Clarksburg, June 1957, septendecin~,  
rnssini, septendeculrc; 3 mi. N of Chillicothe, I6 June 1957, septendecirn, rtcssini. Scioto 
Co.: Nile 'l'uwnship, 1 1  June 1940, sef~tendecim,  cassini, septendectcla; l'ortsmouth, 24 
May 1957, septendeciin, cassini; June 1940, septendeciln, cassini, septendecztln. Warren 
Co.: Fort Ancient, 18-27 June 1940, septendecirn, cassini, septendeculn; 5 mi. S o l  Clarks- 
ville on Route 132, 17-22 May 1957, septendecina, cassini; June 1957, septendecin~,  cnssini, 
sr$~leiirlrrula? County Unknown: June 1940, septenderiln, cassini, seplenderula. 
~>~NN~YLVANIA.-Clearfield Co.: Shawville, 23 July 1940, septendecim. Lackawanna Co.: 
Sclar~ton, 1906, septendeci711. Latrcastcr Co.: Lancaster, 27 May 1889, wptendeci17z, cnssini. 
7. I i ~ ~ ~ ~ s s ~ ~ . - A n d e r s o 1 1  Co.: Norris Dam, 17 May 1957, septendecinl, cassini; 6 mi. SE 
of Nort.i$ Dani, 21 June 1957, s r / ~ t e n d e r i n ~ ,  cassini. Blount CO.: Cades Cove, Great Smoky 
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Mountain National I'ark, 1800 ft. elev., 26 May 1940, septendeciin (verified again for June, 
1957, by A. Stupka after comparing recordcd congregational songs) ; 23 June 1889, septen- 
rlecim. Morgan Co.: Burrville, 19 May 1957, septendecim. Sevicr Co.: Dry Valley, Tucka- 
lcechee Cove, Grcat Smoky Mountain National Park, 1500 ft. elev., 26 May 1940, sefi- 
teizdeciin, cassiili (both species verified again for June, 1957, by A. Stupka after comparing 
rccol-tlcd congregational songs). 
VII<GINIA.-Fairfax Co.: Vienna, 27 May 1940, septeizdecinz. Fauquier Co.: Warrenton, 
15-1 7 May 1923, septeizrlr~ci~n. R;~ppahannock Co.: Atnissville, Jnne 1889, s e f ~ t e t i t l r r i ~ ~ r .  
Y o l k  Co.: l'inc Swamp, 1889, se/)lendeci17l. 
\VEST VIRGINIA.-J~K~~SOII  Co.: Harpers Ferry, 2G May 1889, sefitentleciin. Kanawha 
Co.: June  1957, cassini. Mason Co.: June 1957, cassi~zi. Putnam Co.: June 1957, cassini. 
RROO~) XIX: 13-YFAR CICADAS 
T h e  spring o l  1959 was wet and cool, and the emergence of Rrood XIX 
may have been delayetl. On May 18 and 14, we drove and listened in llli- 
iiois l ~ o i n  ICankakee County south through Alexander County without 
hearing any cicadas. Still driving south on May 15, we first heard cicadas 
singing along the Little Black River in Butler County, Missouri. I n  Piatt 
County, ill central Illinois, cicadas were heard singing first about May 28. 
O n  May 17 and 18, we diove and listened from Butler County, Missouli, 
south thi-ilugh Clay, Randolph, Lawrence, Jackson, White, Lonoke, and 
Pulaski counties, Arkansas; then north through Faulkner, Cleburne, Inde- 
pcntlenrr, Sharp, antl F~l l ton  counties, Arkansas, to Oregon, Ripley,  ant1 
B I I  tlrr counties, Missouri. On May 20, we diove lrom B~l t l e r  County thl ongh 
Dunklin and New Madrid counties, Missouri; through Lake, Obion, Gibson, 
Carloll, Henderson, Cherter, McNairy, and Hardin counties, Tennessee; 
thcn south into Laudeldale County, Alabama, and north again through 
Wayne, Lawrence, Mnury, PVilliamson, Davidson, Cheathnm, Montgoineiy, 
and Stewart counties, Tennessee. Next we drove through Trigg, Marshall, 
and McCracken counties, ILentucky, and through Massac, fohnson, Williani- 
son, Franklin, Jefferson, Marion, Clinton, Washington, and Randolph 
counties, Illinois. On May 23, we drove through Perry, Bollinger, Stocldard, 
Cape Gi~ardeau,  and Scott counties, RiIissouli, and arrived back in Butler 
County. Cicadas were found in all italici7ed counties above, as shown in 
Figure 2. In Maury, Willian~son, Daviclqon, and Cheatham counties, Tennes- 
see, we fo l~nd  tremendous emergences of tredecassini and spent two days 
driving several hundred miles, threading in and out of the emergence area, 
determining the exact limits of the brood west of Nashville, and attempting 
to locate tredcrllln somewhere in the area. Song choruses of trrdemssini 
were recorded fll~ctl~ating (in synrhrony) between 89 antl 96 decibels, 20 
feet Iron1 the neaiest cicada; this was the most intense insect chorus we 
have ever hcard, and t~ede tnrs i~ l i  was ~ i io le  al~undant  here than any cicada 
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I'rc. 2. Distribution of Brood XIX, 13-ycar cicadas, and Brootl I, 17-year cicadas. 
c~~countcrcd elsewhere. We could not find a single strong chorus of tredeczm, 
tl~ough this species was prcsent everywhere in low numbers. We did not 
locate any trcdetrlla individuals until we left Nashville driving northwest 
illto Chcathain County; near Ashland City we finally heard a sillall chorus 
and tape-recorded a single individual-the first we had heard in thrce days 
of dl iving through periodical cicada choruses. 
Our records of t7-edecauini and tredecz~la for Orcgon County, Missouri, 
were obtained while driving through the area too fast to hear tredecinz. One 
inust oftel1 slow to 15 or 20 miles per hour to hear tredecinz, even when 
i t  is near the road, while the other two species can usually be distinguished 
clearly at 40-50 miles per hour. 
Figure 2 includes records coinpiled by exalilination of specinlens from 
various collections subsequent to the field work. The  Cook County, Illinois, 
reco'rd is based on a single specimen labelled "1907." I l  this datc is correct, 
the specimen may have beell a straggler ol 13rootl XIII, whicll eilierged in 
1905. I-Iomwever, we arc skeptical o l  single spccimcn records I'roln unusual 
years or places; these seein to turn up  lliost of tc~l  in studen1 collectioiis with 
university town labels! Becausc of the rarity ailcl iiriportallce of positive rec- 
ords of stragglers, anyone hearing or collectiiig a\~hat appear to be periodical 
cicadas (luring an unexpected year or scason should make a strong effort 
to co~lf i r~n a d publish the record. 
S U M M A R Y  OF LOCALITIES 
A~~~unnt~.-CIr;ut~bcl.s  Co.: Fairfax, 8 May 19.33, 20 April 1933, trcdecittr. Jackson Co.: 
9 May 1959, tredccirrz. Lcc Co.: May 1959, trcdcccr.s,si~ti. Marshall Co.: hlay 1959, trede- 
cassiizi. Monlgomcry Co.: Montgo~nery, 12-19 May 1959, tredecii,~, tredecassitzi, tl-edecula. 
Tallatlcga Co.: Sylacauga, 11 May 1959, tredeciitt, tredecaaini. 
ARKANSAS.-BC~L~II Co.: Siloam Springs, 22 May 1907, 11-edecirrl. Fulton Co.: 19 May 
1959, Lredeciin, tretlecassi~ti, treclcct~la. lndepcndel~cc Co.: 19 May 1959, 11-edeciitr, trede- 
cclssiiti, tredecula. Sharpc Co.: 10 May 1959, tredccinr, tredecassiizi, 11-edccz~la. 
G~:o~<c;~n.-BibLj Co.: Macon, 11 June 1920, tredcccissini; 10 mi. 1.: Macon, 8 May 1933, 
tredecirt~. Fulton Co.: Atlanta, 7-10 May 1907, 17 May 1933, 13 May 1946, tredecittb. 
Grecne Co.: 5 May 1959, tredecassini. I-Iancock Co.: 12 May 1959, tredcca.\sini. I-Iouston 
Co.: Perry, 14 May 1959, tredecirn, tredecassini. Lincoln Co.: 16 May 1959, tt.edecitn. 
Ogle Co.: 12 May 1959. 11-edccirrt. Oglethorpc Co.: Lexington, 12 May 1959, ti-edeciir~, 
tredeccts.ri17i; 5 mi. SE of Stevens, 8 May 1946, tredeciin. Wilkcs Co.: 1 May 1959. tr-edecitrz. 
C o u ~ ~ t y  Unknow~t: BulTalo Creek, 12 May 1959, Lredecassini. 
I ~ ~ t ~ o ~ s . - A d a m s  Co.: ncar Camp Point, June 1959, tredccossiizi; Lima, 27 May 1959, 
tredeccrssiiti; 8 mi. S of Clayton, 8 June 1959, tredecinl, tredecassi~ti. Cha~npaign Co.: St. 
Joseph, 31 May 1959, trPdecassini; Mahomet, Lake of the Woods, 28 May 1959, ti-edccassini; 
3v2 tni. N E  of Mahotnet, 23 June  1959, tredecassini, tredecula; Champaign, 13 June 1959, 
tredecassi?ti; Homer, 25 June  1907, 29 May 1959, tredecim, tredecassini; IJrbana, 29-30 May 
1959, first singing dates, tredecirn, tredecassini, 9 June 1946, tredecmsini, 31 Junc 1894, 
tredecc~ssini; Mahomet, 1920, 22 May 1933, trrdeciin. Coles Co.: Mattoon, 4 June 1933, 
tredecassini; Charleston, 30 May 1933, tredecctssini, 1907, tredccim, tredecula, May 1946, 
tredecirn, tredecassini, tredecula, 19-26 May 1959, tredeciin, tredecassini, tredecula; Sar- 
getit's Woods, 25 May 1959, tredecinr, tredecassini, tredecula,. Cook Co.: Riverside, Junc  
1907, tredecivz. Cumberland Co.: Jct. Rts. 45 and 121, 4 Junc 1959, t redec in~ ,  tredecnssini. 
Fayette Co.: Lone Grove Twp., 23 May 1959, tredeciin, tredecassini, tredecula. Jaspcr Co.: 
Newton, 2 June 1933, tredecim,. Jersey Co.: Elsah, 13 April 1946, tredecula; Grafton, 5 
Junc 1959, tr-edecittr, tredecassini; Uow, 12 June 1959, tredecim, tredecassini. Johnson Co.: 
23 May 1959, tredecirn, tredecassini, trctlcculn; Parker, 12 June 1907, tredecim. Livingston 
Co.: Forrest, 20 June 1933, tredecas.rini, tredect~la.  McLean Co.: Leroy, 28 June 1907, 
tredeciin, tredecassiiii. Macon Co.: Dccatur, 27 May 1933, tredecim, tredecassiizi, trederula, 
June 1959, trcdecitrr, Lrerlccnssini, ti-cdccula. Macoupin Co.: Bcavcr Dam St. l'ark, 8 mi. 
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SW of Carlinvillc, 1G Jnnc 1959, /retlecassini. hlontgo~nely Co.: 1 mi NW of Hillsboro, 
16 J111ic 1959, tredecassini. Morg.an Co.: Jacksonville, 29 May 1959, tredecassini. I'iatt Co.: 
Allcrto~i IJark, 29 May 1959, tredeciin, tredecassini, tredecz~l(i; White Heath, 29 May 1933, 
tredeciirz, 3 June 1959, tredecirr?, treclecassiizi, tredecula; Monticello, 20 July 1946, trede- 
cnssii~i, 3 Junc 1959, tredeciit~, treclecctssiiai, tredecula; Lodge Park 29-30 May 1959, 
tredecinr, tredecassii~i, tredecula; Seymour, 30 May 1959, tredeciirl, ti-edercrssini, tredeculn; 
N of Monticcllo, 18 June 1959, tredecassi~li. Pope Co.: Hcrod, 14 May 194G, tr-edecnssi7ii; 
Eddyvillc, 14 May 194G, tredeciin. St. Clair Co.: Freeburg, 24 May 1959, tredecirrt, tr-edecz~la. 
San,gamon Co.: Springfield, 31 May 1933, lredeciii&. Scott Co.: Bluffs, 26 May 1959, 
tredecassiizi. Shelby Co.: N of Hcrrick, 7 July 1959, 11-edecassini. 
IOWA.-Lce Co.: 3 Junc 1946, tredecossiizi; 14 mi. NW of Kcokuk, 2 Junc 1959, 
trcdccirtl, tredecassini; 3 mi. W of Ft. Madison, 2 Junc 19.59, tredecinr, tredecclssini, 
tredecula; Keokuk, 2 Junc 1959, 12 Juiic 1959, tredecinz, lredecassini, tredeculn. Monroe 
Co.: 12 mi. SE of Albia, 12 June 1959, tredecassiizi. Van Buren Co.: Kcosoqua, 3 June 1959, 
tredeciir~, tredeccissii~i, tredec~sla, 14 Junc 1946, tredecassini. 
Kewuc~u.-Trigg Co.: 23 May 1959, tredccin~,  ti-ederassii~i, ti-edeculn. 
hI1ssrssrr1~1.-14olmes Co.: Wcst, 18 May 1959, 13 April 1959, trederirn. Jaspcr Co.: 
Rosc Hill, 4 Junc 1920, tredecassiizi. Lafayette Co.: 28 July 1920, tredeciin. Lee Co.: 
Baltlwyn, 5 June 1920, t1-edecassini. Oktibbeha Co.: State Agr. College, 2-12 May 1959, 
trcdecirrl, 20 April 1959, trederiirz, 1920, tredecassini, tredecnrla, 27 April 1920, tredecula, 
14 Ray 1907, ti-edccossini. Scott Co.: Beach, 7 June 1920, tredecirri; Hillsbol-o, 4 June 1920, 
trcdecinr; Forest, I June 1920, tredecassini. Tishomingo Co.: Cook's Landing, near Iuka, 
9 June 1933, ti-edecctssiiti. Winston Co.: Louisville, 12 June 1920, tr-edeciln. 
MISSOURI.-Adair Co.: Kirksvillc, June 1959, tredecassini. Barton Co.: Lamar, 5 Junc 
1959, tredecassini. Bollingcr Co.: 23 May 1959, tredecinz, tredecula. Boone Co.: 20 May 
1959, tredecinz, tredecassiizi, 1933, tredecula; Columbia, July 1920, tredecassii~i, 23 May 
1933, t redec i~n ,  tredecula, 30 April 1946, tredecassini, tl-edeculn. Butler Co.: 15-25 May 
1959, tredeciin, treclecclssini, tredeculn. Carter Co.: Grandin, 15 June 1907, ti-edeciiiz. Cedar 
Co.: 7 June 1959, tredeciirl. Dallas Co.: 7 Junc 1959, lredecim, tredeemsini. Franklin Co.: 
Gray Summit, 28 May 1933, tredecnssini; St. Albens, 27 May 1933, tredecirn, tredecnssiizi, 
trerlecz~ln? Grccn Co.: Willard, G June 1920, tredeciin, tredeculn, 30 May 1920, tredecilfr, 
" lllolls, lredecassini, tredecula, 13 June 1920, trerlecinl, tredecassini, tredecula. Lincoln Co.: ra
20 May 1933, tredeciin, tredecassini, treclecula. Macon Co.: Macon, 11 June 1920, tredecim. 
Marion Co.: Hannibal, 1933, Lredeciirz, tredecassini, Lredecula. Oregon Co.; 21-23 May 1959, 
trrdecassii2i, tredecula. I'crry Co.: 21-23 May 1959, tredecim, lredecula. Pettis Co.: La 
Monte, 2 Junc 1920, tredeciirz, tredecassini. Pike Co.: New Hartford, 6 June 1933, tredecim, 
tredecassini. Ripley Co.: 15-25 May 1959, tredecim, tredecassini, tredecula. Saint Clair Co.: 
3 Junc 1959, tredecassini. Saint Louis Co.: June 1959, tredecim, tredecassini, tredeczrla; 
St. Louis, Junc 1881, tredecim; Meramec Highlands, 30 May-7 June 1920, tredecassini, 
tredecz~ln; University City, 16 Junc 1933, tredecim. Wayne Co.: Sam Baker State Park, 17 
hslay 1946, tredeciin, 20 June 1959, tredeciirz, tredecnssini. 
Nonrrr C n ~ o ~ r ~ ~ . - A l a i n a n c e  Co.: Mcbanc, 24 May 1933, tredecim. Chatham Co.: 
Pittsboro, 15 May 1959, tredecinz, tredecula. Halifax Co.: Wcldon, 20 May 1959, t ~ e d e -  
cassiizi. Nash Co.: 14 May 1959, tredeciin. 01-ange Co.: 8 May 1959, tredecim. Randolph 
Co.: Asheboro, 14 May 1959, tredeciin. Wakc Co.: New Hill, 15 May 1920, tredecim. 
Sou.rrr CA~~l,~NA.-Al~endale Co.: Allendale, 23 May 1959, tredecastini. Greenwood Co.: 
Greenwood, I I May 1959, tredecassiizi. McCormick Co.: McCormick, 15 May 1946, 
tredecct.rsi~li. Oconcc Co.: Walhalla, May 1881, tredeciirz. 
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Ts~~essb:ic.-Chcatharn Co.: Ashland City, 23 Map 1959, tredcciln, ti-edecassi??i, 
t redecuk .  Davidson Co.: 22 May 1959, t~edecilrl,  tl-edecassilzi. Maury Co.: Sprin.ghil1, 22 
May 1959, t~edec i rn ,  tredeccrssi~~i. Puttlam Co.: Bun'alo Valley, May 1933, tredecassi?~i. 
\Yillia~nson Co.: 22 May 1959, trcdccin,,  tredccassilzi. Wilson Co.: 21 May 1920, trede- 
V ~ ~ c l ~ r ~ . - ~ r u n s w i c k  Co.: t~edecilrr. 
On May 24 and 25, 1961, we foulid several cast skins, parts of adult bod- 
ies and wings, and live nymphs near the soil surlace in an oak woods along 
State Route 259 near Mauzy in Rockingham County, Virginia. Species iden- 
tification is not conclusive, but adult coloration and size of nynlphs suggest 
that all three species were present. Near Forestville, in a grazed oak woods 
along State Route 42 in Shenandoah County, Virginia, we found cast 
nymphal skins of septendecim (judging by size). No cicadas were heard 
singing during this trip, but wc could have missed the chance to hear iso- 
lated individuals because it was cool, windy, and overcast. We later realized 
that this was the beginning of a general emergence that was more straggling 
than any we had observed belore. 
Large, noisy, flocks of blackbirds were conspicuous in the above areas 
and in Inany other apparently suitable woods across the Shenandoah 
Valley. The  ~riutilation of dead adults and the absence of any evidence of 
living indivicluals caused us to wonder iE birds had cleaned out the cicadas 
that had emerged, and perhaps had even fed upon nymphs at  the soil sur- 
lace. Immature cicadas arc especially vulnerable to predation during the 
first 24 hours after emergence, before they are capable of flight. 
A lnonth later (22-24 June 1961) we found large numbers of adults of 
all three species in Rockbridge County, Virginia. In addition to locating 
septendecula alive lor the first time and verifying its structural and be- 
havioral similarity to t?-edeczcln, we heard periodical cicadas at  the following 
locations in Virginia: Alleghany Co.: along U.S. 60, at junction with State 
Route 42, and from near junction with State Route 770 to the Rockbridge 
Co. line, septcndecim, cassini. Bath Co.: near Hotchkiss, septendecil t~,  
cnssini. Rockbridge Co.: along State Route 42 and Maury River, septen- 
decl.?n, cassini; near two parallel creeks near Bustleburg, septe~zdeci?tr, 
cassini, septendeculn; just north of the junction of State Routes 39 and 252, 
septendecim, cassini, septendeczcla; near Rockbridge Baths, just north of 
State Route 39 along the road to Jump, septendeciltz, cassini, septendecula 
(cf. Fig. 2). 
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the six periodical cicadas, all broods combined. 
Since prcparalio~r ant1 inounting ol  the maps, the following records have been ac- 
qnired, none of whicll can be shown on the maps as inountetl: septendeciltz, Montebello, 
P. Qucbec [Labclle Co.], Canada, 1885 (Brood X); cassiizi, Denton Co., Tex., 1947 (Brood 
IV), Fannin Co., Tcu., 1930 (nrood IV),  Dallas Co., Tex., 1879 (Brood IV). 
SUMMAIZY OF LOCALITIES 
M~nu~h~n . -Car ro l l  Co.: F'reetlom, 29 June 1893, septrndrcinz. 
NEW J~~sl:u.-Rergen Co.: Ridgwood, 1910, septendecinz. 
Nltw YORK.-Richmond Co.: Staten Island, 6 June 1893, septendecim, 1944, septendecim. 
Suffolk Co.: Iluntington, 4 June 1910, septendecim. County IJnknown: Long Island, 4 
June 1910, septendecin~,  1927, se(,tendeci~tz. 
0111o.-Ilocking Co.: 1961, septenderinl. Jackson Co.: 23 June 1961, septenderim. 
Washington Co.: 1961, srpleildecitrz. 
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~ ' E N N s ~ . L v A N I A . - C I ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ .  Co.: Honcy Brook, 24 June 1910, se~~leizdecim. 
Vtnc~~~~ . -Al l egheny  Co.: 23 June 1961, sefitencleci~n, mssini. Bath Co.: 23 June 1961, 
septendecir~~.  Rockbriclge Co.: 23 June 1961, septendecinz, cussini, sefitendecula; Lexing- 
ton, 1876, .rrptendrri~n, ctrsvi~lj, septuntleculo. Rockinghan~ Co.: 1 July 1893, septendecinl; 
near Mauzy, along Statc Road 259. 25 May 1'361, septe~zdecinl, crtssini, septeizder~~lrt?. 
She~lantloah Co.: near l~orestville, along State Road 42, 25 May 19G1, se l~ tendec i~n .  
ACOUSTICAL BEHAVIOR, MATING TESTS, AND 
ISOLATING MECHANISMS 
As yet we have lound no way to distinguish the acoustical (or other!) 
behavior ol fredecim and septenderim, t r~dccass in i  and cavsini, or tredeculn 
and septe~zdecnla. Slight differences in frequency spectra, such as occur 
between the calling songs ol cassini and tredecnssini, may be significant 
(conipare Fig. 5, this paper, with Figs. 1-5 in Alexander and Moore, 1958), 
but we have not attempted the statistical analysis of large numbe~s of record- 
ings which would be necessary to see il this is so. We expect that some 
divergence in surll respects has appeared, not only between 13-year and 17- 
year siblings, but also alnong the different broods of both 13-year and 
17-year cicadas; but it seems fairly certain that none has yet appeared alnong 
the brocxls that we have studied which would be behaviorally sigtlificant 
il the individuals of the different populations could be brought together. 
The  following cliscussion ol the three kinds of acoustical behavior ol 
periodical cicadas is based largely on our study of the 1959 emergence of 
Brood XIX, but for the above reasons it can be regarded as applying gen- 
erally to all broods ol both 17-year and 13-year cicadas. We have avoided 
repeating inlormation discussed in our 1958 field study, which included 
only cassini and septendecim, except as necessary to detail the operation of 
sound and the evidence of apparent identity in acoustical behavior between 
13-year and 17-year siblings. 
Periodical cicacla males produce threc basic sound signals: a callzng 
or congregating song which is produced either individually or in chorus and 
is responsible for activating and assen~bling both males and females; a 
cor~r tsh ip  song, produced by individual ~nales when approaching and con- 
tacting other individuals (usually females); and a disturbance squawk, 
produced by niales startled into flight or restrained in any way. T h e  lunc- 
tions of the last two sounds have not yet been demonstrated. The  three 
sounds of both rassinz and septendecinz can be heard on a published phono- 
graph record (Alexander, 1960). 
The  audiospectrographs in Fig. 5-6 show that the frequency spectrum 
and the pulse rate (rate of tymbal vib~ation) are both varied in c11aracte1- 
istic fashions within and among the qounds of the three 19-year species. We 
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do not yet know how all these changes are effected, but as in other cicadas, 
rises and drops in lrequency that are associated with rises and drops in pulse 
rate and intensity correspond to raising and lowering the abdomen. These 
movements adjust tension on the timbals, on the so-called "folded' ' or 
"collugatcd" membrane 1,etween the metasterurn and the first abdominal 
sternite, and on the tympana (Pringle, 1954). 
In periodic;rl cicatlas, the lelationsllips arnong the thrcc pails of species 
are levcaled not only by the close similarity in couttship ~hythins, but also 
by the ~hythms of the calling songs and tlle manners in which they are 1310- 
duced in chorus (Fig. 7). Each kind of calling phrase involves a termin- 
ating drop in lrequency, and the song units between flights during calling 
are ol' comparable length except during the synchronized chorusing ol 
the -cassini siblings. T h e  acoustical signals of periodical cicadas are an apt 
illustration of the multiple nature of analyzable characteristics in com- 
lnunicative insect sounds; in spite ol the obvious gross differences in acous- 
tical rharacteristics among the three species pairs, one could never escape 
placing them together as a taxonomic unit distinct lrom all other cicadas. 
The  frequency spectra and two-pait nature of the sounds of the -decula 
ancl -cassini siblings, as well as morphological and other behavioral sim- 
ilarities, suggest that their ancestors are more recently derived froin one 
another than either is lrom the ancestol ol the -decim siblings-unless there 
has been a rather large difference in rate 01 change among the three pairs 
since their initial separation. 
In  addition to the diffeiences among the three species (that emerge 
together) with respect to song rhythm structule, lrequency spectra of indi- 
vidual song phrases, and the manner of chorusing, there is a difference in 
response to cycles ol light ancl dark which causes the three species to chorus 
maximally-and to be most active in all aspects of sexual behavior-at differ- 
ent times ol thc day (Fig. 8). The  difference between scptendetirn and 
ctrs~ini n this regard has been shown by successive sound intensity readings 
(Alexander and Moore, 1958). Among 13-year species, t r ~ d e c u l n  seems to 
fit almost exactly l~etween the other two species in timc of maximal chorus- 
ing. Thus, in$ofar as acoustical behavior is concerned, nearly every possi- 
bility has been exploited by these three species in reducing sexually signifi- 
cant interspecific contacts under the remarkable conditions of sympatry, 
synchrony, and population density which they maintain. T h e  seeming in- 
congruity in this arrangement is one ol the most intriguing aspects oi the 
study of periodic a1 cicadas. 
Species congregration during chorusing periods, and the relative inac- 
tivity of the individuals of each species during the time when that species 
is not engaged in chorusing and sexual activity, result in a slow but clearly 
cvitlent tlill'ei-ential cl111111,ing ol' tlie sl)ccies acrcss its 11abit;tt. 1)uring the 
first few tl;~ys that tile atlults are active, one can ge~lerally detect little in the 
way of tlill'crenti;ll congregation; but after a week o r  two o l  chorusing, 
c lun~p ing  I)cconies so intense that 21 single tree Iliay contain one species in 
a rat io o l  I l l~~idretls  o l  inclivitltt;~ls to one intlivitlual ol' the other two sl~ecics 
co~rrl)ined. Alter the i~tlults Il;~ve I~een  ;tctive lor ;thout tr\io weeks, the least 
a l ) ~ r ~ i t l ~ u i ~ t  sl)ecies c;111 us~1;11ly be lleartl singing in only ;I single tree, or lro111 
cne  tlirection, while the 111ost abund;lnt species can be 1le;ii.tl wit11 about  
equ ;~ l  intcnsily Srolrl all tlirections. Nearly all rll;~tings take place in "chorus" 
trees. For cx ;~n~p lc ,  in one 1oc;ttion in 1ntlepcr1tlenc.e County, /\rk:tnsas, 
urllere t~.edecitn was dec.itledly less abuntlant  than either 01' the other two 
species, sh;~king of the single, sill;~ll c h o r ~ ~ s  tree late in tile alternoo~l-after 
all tllree species h;ttl largely G~lished chorusing-yieltled I(i ~ r ~ a t i n g  pairs 
ol' lr.eder.irrr, two mating 1);tirs of t~.cdec.trssilii, ant1 110 niating lj;tii-s of 
tr-edrc~~lrr; this in spite ol' the [act tliat the I;ist two sl)ecics sho~tltl 1l;lve been 
in c o p ~ ~ l a  i11 a higher ljer-centage t11:tn 11-edeci711 a t  this tiirie of (lay. h4ost 
ol' thc cicatl;~s lountl (luring tlie clay in a sti.ong clloi-us tree o l  ;111ocller 
species are iiitlivitluals t l ~ a t  are 111ol-e or  less inactive, p1.olxibly I)ec;~use they 
are not sexu;tlly rcsl)onsivc ; i L  that particular time. 
S~tc:cesslul c h o r u s i ~ ~ g  in ;dl three species l)rol~ably tlepentls upon 110th 
at~tlilory ant1 visual stin~trli, l l~ r t  visu;~l stinluli are o l ~ v i o ~ ~ s l y  li orc i ~ ~ ~ l m r t a n t  
in the -c:assini ant1 -<lecul;l sihliilgs tllitll in the -tlecim siblings. Sustainetl 
c11o1.11sing in the -cassini siblings is probably i~l~poss ib le  without the ~l~;t lcs 
continually seeing one anolher. Hriel' syllchrony can I)c l~rotlucetl Ily autli- 
lory stinluli alone, ;IS was tlemoiistratetl Ily p1;rying tape-recoi-tletl songs back 
to (.~.s.sil7i 111a1es when tllc light intensity >\as too low Sol- lligllt (Alexantler 
;tntl l\/looi-e, 1958). E u t  (.(rssi7ii 1il;iles c;~getl ~111tler cheesecloth, while {re- 
quently ;tchieving synchrony among tlle~nselves, I-al-ely at tain synchrony 
with the unc:tged cicatl;ts in the lorest, largely invisil)le to theln bec;tuse of 
thc rellectivei~ess ol' sunlit cl~eesecloth. In atltlitiorl to being ;tctive in the 
brightest portion of the tl;~y, rcr.csini ant1 lr~tlcr.trs.cirri, the syllchi-oni~ing 
spec.ies, are the most tlilliic.ult LO capture by hantl. Tntlivicl~t~tls r eq l t e~~ t ly  fly 
oil' with l o ~ ~ t l  squ;~\\iks when one is still sevel-;tl feet ;(way in a slow, tau- 
t.io11s : I~~~NO;I( . IL '1'11~ - t lec i~~r  sil~lings, in contr;rsr, are t11ttcll easier to c a p  
LUl-C. 
'l'lle i~ l~l )or ta t~c .e  o l  \/isu;~l st i~lluli  to all periotlical cic;~tlas is f ~ ~ r t h e r  
evitlent i l l  tllcir close-ritngc reac.tior~s to one another. \/\Then ;In active ~ r ~ a l e  
sccs i tno t l~c~ .  t i t : t t l ; ~ ,  Ilc oltctl ~\l;tlka cl~~ic.kly ;111tl (lire( t l y  to.iva~-tl i t ;  this is 
ol,vious C \ ~ C I I  t l r o ~ ~ g l ~  the tlilTere~~c.cs I)et \ \ :cc~~ s i t u ; ~ t i o ~ ~ s  wl1c.11 s11c.11 ail 21)- 
I N . O ; K I I  oc.c.~~~'s ;i11t1 \ 'VI ICI I  i t  ~ I O C S  not ;I I .C I I I I ~ I I ~ T V ~ ~ .  . \ I )  i~~t l iv i t l l~ ; t l  ;II)- 
1)1.0;tchctl I)y anotliel- ill this fitsl~ion scelrls to 1l;tve several ;~lternatives: (I)  
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Iligllt, (2) retl.e;rt I,y \v;rlkillg, (3) cxte l ls io~~ ol' thc Ilea[ ~vilig, t h t ~ s  1l;rlting 
o r  tlislotlgi~lg [lie ;tl~pro;tc.her, 01. ( I )  l~;~ssi\iity. ~~trl~iell seellls ;rlw;tys to le;rtl 
to n l o u ~ ~ t i ~ l g  ;rl~tl col)trl;rto~-y irlovenlc1lcs I,y tllc ;tl)l)ro;rching mnlc. \!\ie h21ve 
observetl all ol' these I-c;rctions nr;rlly til~les it) 00th nr;lles ;tntl Se~~i;rles; the 
first ~111-ee olterl begin I)cSore co~~t ; r t . t ,  ol)\licusly aa ;I r c s ~ ~ l t  ol' visu;rliz:rtio~l 
oS the ;tpl)ro;rt.l~i~lg cic.;rtl;r. 
(-1,. ,ri,rcte~.istic;rlly, .. . ;I c-ic-;tt l ;r  n1;rle ~ \ r l l i c . l l  Ii;rs ;11)1)1-o;rc.lletl ;I Se111a1e sitlles 
;tlo~lgsitle her, extellds his rlral- 1.01-eleg, ;rntl vih~.ates it r;rl~itlly near her 
1le;ld (;tntl the corrll~ountl eye). 'l'lie t l ist i~~cti \~eness ol' this 1)eh;rvior suggests 
that i t  11l;rya ;I sl)ecilic role ill l)~.c-c.ol)t~l;rto~-): ;rc~ivities. "Siclling" together 
;mtl "slloultlcril-rg" seen1 to occlrr ; I I I I O I ~ ~  I I I ; I I ~ ~  (liltel-ent kinds (11' cic;ttl;ts 
when they ;rrc in c.losc ~) i -oxi~~l i ty .  
Iri ;r t l t l i t io~~ to ~liese visr~al irltel.;rc.tions I )e t~ ' \~ce~l  cic-;rtl;rs, we Il;ive ~ioticed 
tll;rI ;rctive t.horl~sirlg in a Sol-est is tisc~ally conc.elltratetl on the most exlell- 
sive ;r~ltl  ~riost ~le;rl.ly c .o~~t in~rolrs  1oli;rgc N I I I . ~ ' ; I ~ ~ S  avail;il)le. Thtrs, tllerc are 
1';rr- 111ol-e aciivcly c.lloi-tising c.ic;rtl;ts ;rlong wootll;rntl I)ortlers ;111tl a r o ~ ~ n t l  
I)trslly, isol;rtetl trees tIi;rn tllcl-e ;II-c insitle tle~lse Soli;rgc. 111 :\~-k;r~ls;rs a strik- 
ing ex;r~lrl~lc w;rs notctl. ,\ elit-over, ~tl)l;rritl lorcst in Iritlel~entlencc C;otrnty 
c.ontainetl st.;~tleretl, isol;rtetl 1;rll trees with ;I solitl 1;ryer oS tlc~lsc b l~s l~cs  
;~nt l  s~rl;rll cl.e:.s I,c~le;rtl~ tllelll. l ' lle very sl];r~.se lo1i;rgc ol the t;rll trees was 
20 to ,I0 leet nl~ove the tol) 01' scc.outl gl-o~vth. Ne;rrly all active c.horlisi~lg 
w;ts going OII  in tltc su~lligllt ;~l,ovc tile c-o~~ci i~l rol~a sr11.1'ac.e 01' the untlcl-- 
g~-owth, even t l ~ o r ~ g h  tile cic~;rd;rs c.oric.entr;rtctl aloiig I)~.;tllclies illside the 
dense t i~~t le~.gl .o~~i~t l l  when ; i t l.(!sL i l l  the evening. o n l y  sc;rttel-etl intlivitiuals 
were perl 'or~lri~lg i l l the t ; r l I  tl-ees, ~vl1ic.h olrc~.ctl little in the way of' 1;rntling 
sllrl'>l(~c~. 
l ' lle ~lotice;tl)Ic sot1tl1e1.11 ;rllinitics oC tlie -c.;rssini ant1 -tIecrrl;~ sil~lings, 
tllci~. ec.ologic.;rl t l i s ~ r i l ) ~ ~ t i o ~ l ,  ant1 the i~iil)o~-t;rnc e 01' visio~l in their t.liorus- 
ing s~rggcst tll;rt I~otll s i l ) l i ~ ~ g  1);til.s 111;ry Il;r\.c evolvetl i l l  ol)ell wootl1;rntls. 
'I'llcse sri~gestions c.oinc.itle ~v i th  otliel- coiisit1~1-;rtions. l'lius, tlie ;rnccsloi- 
ol' c~tr.s.siiri ;rrltl /~~ct loc~tr .s.s i rr i - t l~c sl)ec.ics n1c;st ;111~1rltl;rnt totlay in the south- 
western po~.tion ol' [Ire I.;rilge ol pe~.iotlic.;rl t ic;rtl;rs-may 1i;rve tlevelol~etl ill 
the stre;r~~ll)ank, ~nixctl \vocitll;r~ltls ol ! ~ ~ ; t i ~ . i e  ;rr ;rs. 'I'llcse ;(re the only 
regio~is tot1;ry where the lowl;riltl lorest types, in which t~tr.ssitri ;rntl t r .edc-  
c.~.s.sit l i  ;11)01111(1 ( ; I I I ~  sce111 to I,e c.oncc~itr;~tetl cverywllcre ;rc~-oss tlieir 
I . ;III~CS),  ;(re sulliciently I)errrl;rllcnt to scipl)o~.t sr~cccssive ge~lc~.;rtions 01' 
1 :i-ye;rl. ;rncl 1 i-yc;rr t ic.;rtl;rs. 'l'llesc ;ire 11ot necessai-ily ol)en ,vootls, 1)trt 
I)ec.;r use ol' t l~cil-  l i~le;r~.ity l1c.y 1)1-csent ; I I I  I I I I ~ I ~ I I ; I I I ~  estensi\,e 1'oli;rge slr~-l';rc.e 
l'or sr~~lligIlte(l ( I ~ o ~ . t ~ s i ~ l g .  
' I  - 1 1  i i  I 1 ~ ~ I I I I I I I  I outlrc.cilt~.;rl i l l  ol.igil~. 
'I'lieir al)ti~ltl;r~lc.c iu xc~.ic, o l ~ c ~ l  voo~ll;r~lt l : ,  ; r 1 1 t 1  111ei1. geogl-al~llic. clistril)r~- 
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Prc:. 7. Diagrams of the mode of cliorusing in males oC the thrce 13-year cicadas. 
tion neither clicrount nor lend support to this idea. However, both species 
are soutl~ern, and if their ancestor was geographically separated from the 
-cassini ancestor, the separation surely must have been eastward. The  facts 
that septendecinz extends farther north than any other species today, that 
the -cleciin siblings concentrate in denser forest types all across their ranges, 
and that the -decim siblings are able to chorus successfully in less well- 
lighted situations, all suppo~ t  he itlea that the -decim ancestor developed 
in the permanent oak-hickory or other decidous woocllands of the central 
ant1 southcentral portions ol the present range of periodical cicadas. These 
diiEerent correlatiolls are based on scanty factual details, but they correspond 
exceedingly well. We hope that more inlorma~ion to test their validity can 
be accumulated in the future. 
As previously stated, we do not yet know the significance of the court- 
ship songs of periodical cicadas, but it is interesting that, in general, few 
cicadas have specific rhythms produced during the pre-copulatory maneuv- 
ers. Perhaps this is associated with the importance of visual stimuli in close- 
range interactions, and the maintenance of visual acuity in connection with 
this ant1 wit11 chorusing and escape from birds and other predators. T h e  
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courtship rhythms of the six periodical cicadas are all similar, though the 
frequency spectra retain the species differences obvious in their other sounds. 
We have not been able to gather additional information on the suggestion 
(Alexander and Moore, 1958) that more than one courtship ~hytlim is occa- 
sionally producetl by each species. Courtship sounds do not occur before 
all copulations, and the additional sounds mentioned in our earlier paper 
were heard on only a lew occasions. There is a possibility that what was 
thought to be a second courtship sound for cassini-heard (but not observed 
being produced) on three occasions-was either the courtship or the calling 
ol a septendect~la male. More study of courtship behavior is needed to check 
this possibility. 
Although we have purposely tabulated records of thousands of matings 
in the field (in Broods XIII, XIV, XIX, and I), we have never seen a single 
case of inter-specific mating in uncaged individuals. In an effort to check 
the tactors responsible, we confined males and females of the three 13-year 
species together in cheesecloth cages covering small trees. We planned to 
set the cages in specific environments so that females oC each species would 
be confined with males o l  each other species: (a) where surrounded by in- 
tense natural choruses of the female's species, and (b) where surrounded by 
intense natural choruses of the male's species. However, we were limited 
in the variations and extensiveness of the tests by the numbers of individuals 
of each species and sex that we could obtain; the variations that we were 
able to set up did not yield any obviously different lesults. T h e  only test 
with tredecim involved large but unequal numbers of males and females 
of all three species caged in the midst of both tredecassini and trederiln 
choruses. The  test cages were as shown in Table 1. 
We obtained matings in every cage. In cage 7, containing males and 
females ot all three species, every possible kind of interspecific mating took 
place! As soon as we discovered that interspecific matings were occurring 
about as frequently as conspecific matings in the first six cages, we directed 
our attention to the 7th cage. This cage was set up in the morning when 
tredecim was most active, and observed until afternoon when tredecnssini 
was most active. During the morning, most matings (both intraspecific and 
interspecific) involved tredecim males, while afternoon matings involved 
the other two kinds of males exclusively. In all of the cages combined, most 
intelspecific lnatings (10 of the 17 recorded) involved tredecassini males with 
females of either of the other two species; five interspecific matings involved 
t r ede t~ l l a  males, and only two involved tredecim males. 
We saw only one difference between interspecific and intraspecific mat- 
ings; in the Former there was Inore obvious and more active resistance by 
the fenlaleq. This was expressed by walking rapidly away from the courting 
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male, by walking rapidly after the male had mounted and while he was 
probing with his genitalia, and by either flying or releasing hold and drop- 
ping to the bottom ol the cage when approached or mounted by a male. 
13y these actions  he female frequently either removed herselE lrom the male's 
presence or caused him to fly or be tlislodged. The  males were in every case 
the active members of the pairs during pre-copulatory maneuvers, and in 
interspecific lnatings they seenled to accomplish interlocking of the genitalia 
T A R L E  1 
INTTRSPECIFIC MATING TESTS 
C:horus Environment 
N 8 $ Species N p p Spccics Outside Cage 
1 100 tre(leras.qini 5 0  t re t lecu ln  tredecnssini  
4 100 t r r d e c u l n  100 t re r le rns t in i  t redecnsqini  
5 100 t r e d e r u l a  100 t redernss in i  t redecu la  
ti 100 t redec l l ln  50 t r e d r r u l n  t redecu la  
85 t r edec im  45 t r e d e c i ~ n  I t r e d e c i n ~  and 100 t r rdecnss in i  100 ti-edecn.~.si?ri t re t l rcnss in i  1 5 0  t r e d e c ? ~ l a  5 0  t r r d e c u l n  j 
solely by force and only after unusual delays. Many interspecific pairs that 
seemed to be locked together in copulation separated immediately upon 
being handled, showing that the genitalia were not as firmly attached as 
in nor~nal conspecific matings in which one can drop the animals, put them 
in alcohol, or otherwise disturb them without the genitalia becoming sepa- 
rated. However, we found at least one interspecific mating of every possible 
kind in which the genitalia seemed thoroughly locked together; all of the 
17 recorded matings were of this type. Dybas and Lloyd (in press) report 
seven interspecific matings, all involving cassini males and septendecim 
females, among 771 mating pairs collected in 1956 in northern Illinois. 
There is no indication as to whether any of these pairs were firmly attached; 
all have come apart in alcohol, or have been taken apart, since their collec- 
tion. 
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These observatioiis suggest that there are morphological differences that 
delay copulation between individuals of diffelent specles but cannot prevent 
it in the absence of other detenents. Also, they suggest that some difference 
among the males of diffelent species causes special les~stance on the part 01 
females approached by males of otllcr species; this must be behavior,~l, and 
it ]nay be partly owing to the diKeieiice 111 coul tship songs. The  inlrequency 
wi tll which coul t s h i ~  songs are hedl d limy 1 esult lloin theil being 131 odut ed 
only wllen a male and a female (01 any two individuals) remain in close 
p~ox in l~ ty  for some time without copulating, while the male is actively 
Noon Dusk 
FIG. 8. Approximate times of rnaxirnal chorusing activity in the three 13-year cicadas. 
promoting assumption of the copulatory position and interlocking of the 
genitalia. If the courtship sound does increase the receptivity of conspecific 
females, these are exactly the situations in which it would be most effective, 
both in indirectly deterring interspecific matings and in directly promoting 
success in conspecific matings. 
As already noted, female cicadas reject the advances of males of other 
species-or their own species-in the folkwing ways: (1) retreat by walking, 
(2) retreat by flight, (3) dislodgement or repulsion of the male by extension 
of the near wing, and (4) dislodgeinent of the courting male by walking, 
dropping, or Hying after he has mounted. When the female can walk or 
fly only with difficulty, as was the case in these small cages with cheesecloth 
surl'accs in which the tarsal claws frequently become enmeshed, then inter- 
specific copulation becomes possible. Such matings might also occur among 
the imperlect individuals that are sometimes fairly abundant low on tree 
trunks and on low shrubs and herbs. 
In view of their abundance and mixing as adults, the periodical cicadas 
represent an unparalleled case of efficiency in mating separation among 
closely related species. I t  is worth emphasi~ing that the actual barriers are 
coml~inaticlns of behavioral characteristics. Selection for behavioral incom- 
patibility has ;~pparently heen intense and multi-faceted, while complete 
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i~~orpliological incompatibility is absent in every case, and can probably 
develop now only through chance divergencc. Because genitalic dillerences 
are not now brought into play in mating separation anlong the species, there 
is 110 chance lor selection to operate upon them. The  obvious efficiency of 
behavioral incoinpatibility as coinpared with morphological incompatibility 
makes it likely that this kind oS situation is not unusual. A plausible history 
of the results of syinpatry aniong these cicadas would involve early selection 
for divergence in many characteristics-moi-phological, physiological, and 
behavioral-both efficient and inefficient barriers to copulation by later 
standards. When behavioral barricrs became effective, then selection for 
divcrgence in other respects more or less came to a standstill. This sort of 
situation explains why characters such as song and other behavioral differ- 
ences are consistently excellellt tools for spccies identification and recog- 
nition. 
We have no inlorination as to whether males of any species can actually 
inseminate femalcs of other species, or whether interspecific matings of any 
kind can produce offspring. I-Iowever, we have ncver heard an intcrilietliate 
song, and we have seen only a Sew cicadas which on the basis of ~norphology 
could have bcen hybrids. Only rearing experiments with forced cross-copula- 
lions involving virgin fcniales can finally answcr this question. 
ECOLOGY, DISTRIBUTION, AND HISTOKY 
Most 01 our inlorination in this iega~cf has bcen gained in the field study 
of Brood XIX. However, additional observa~ions on other broods and 
correlations with overall distribution patterns have yielded some significant 
generalizations. 
Figurc 4 shows the piesence or absence and relative abundance ol cnch 
of the tliiec spccies in scve~al ocalities within the 1959 emergence 01 R~ootl 
XIX. The  scale of ielative abundance is subjective. I t  is based p~iinarily 
upon the volume, cxtensiveness, and uniformity of song choruses, and sup- 
plemented by counts of specimens collected and seen during the day, shaken 
from trecs at night, and taken in copulation as a result of tree-shaking and 
other collecting methods. The  heaviest population, tl-edecassini in Cheathain 
and Davidson counties, Tennessee, was given an arbitrary numerical valuc 
of six, and all other populations were estimated as some fraction of this 
value. Because of the obvious limitations in such a subjective method, we 
diagrammed only those areas in which there were some gross differences, 
and where wc spent considerable time observing, collecting, and recording. 
Even if one considers only the more gross of the differences actually plotted, 
definite trends in relative abundance are apparent, and further, these trends 
are in accortlance with the lew instances where one species or another was 
absent froin a particular locality. Thus, tredecula was most abundant in 
upland, dry lorests and least abundant in luxuriant lowland forests; it was 
absent only in Davidson County, Tennessee. On the other hand, t~edecassini  
was most abundant in Tennessee, otherwise most abundant in lowland 
forests, and absent only in upland forests in RiIissouri where tredecula Mias 
iriost abundant. Thc  third sl~ecies, tlzdecinz, showed less consistency in 
density variations, and it was present in every locality visited. I t  was scarcest 
in the upland RiIissouri and Arkansas forests, where tredecula was most 
proniinent, and in Cheatham and Davidson counties, Tennessee, where 
t?-edecassini was so abundant. 
Apparently there arc only two geographic areas where but one species 
of periodical cicada occurs. Oi~ly septendecinz occurs along the extreme 
northern border of the range of 17-year cicadas, and only cassini is known 
from the extreme southwestern portions of the range of 17-year cicadas. If 
the ancestors of the three sibling pairs were geographically separated prior 
to the sympatry which must have preceded the 17-yca~l3-year spli t-and 
this seems fairly certain-then we iriight expect traces of this early separation 
to persist today in thc lorn1 of slightly greater extensions of one or another 
of the present six species in the direction from which that species originally 
came. 1P this is the case, we are brought to the suggestion that thc -cassini 
siblings originated in the southwestern part of periodical cicada range and 
the -deciin siblings in the central portions. In the latter case, septendecinz 
inay have penetrated farther north than the other 17-year species because 
it was originally closer to that area ant1 has moved at a rate comparable to 
that of the other species, and perhaps it has retained sollie characteristic (s) 
better adapting it 1:or survival in northern locations. We are left without 
cvidcnce concerning the geographic origin of the -decula siblings. If this is 
a southeastern species, as is suggested by its abundance in upland, xeric 
forests, then our lack of evidence may be due to the scarcity of specimens of 
all species from the southeastern states. If it is southcentral in origin, this 
would be obscured by the present abundance of all three 13-year species in 
that region. These questions are explored further in the discussions that 
follow. 
As with all other diapausing animals with short-lived adults-whether 
with a one-year life cycle or a longer one-the individuals of any species 
of periodical cicada must have some manner of synchronizing their matura- 
tion. They live as adults only four to six weeks, or the equivalent of about 
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two days in an animal with a one-year life cycle. Obviously, under such con- 
ditions there cannot be much efficiency in a straggling emergence spread 
out across several weeks. Furthermore, the significallce of chorusing in dense 
groups in connection with sexual behavior surely stresses the importance of 
syi~chroilous emergence of a high percentage of the population. 
That  synchrony exists is obvious. On some years practically all of the 
population in a given forest emerges on the same night, or on two or three 
different nights. There is alillost always onc night of maximurn emergence. 
In 1957, Alexander witnessed such an emergence in Clinton County, Ohio. 
In a woods that during the afternoon had contained only scattered nymphal 
skins ant1 no singing individuals, and in which no live adults had been 
founcl during a two-hour scarch, nymphs began to emerge in such trernen- 
dous numbers just past dusk that the noise of their progress through the 
oak leaf litter was the dominant sound across the forest. Thousands of indi- 
viduals sil~lultaneously ascended the trunk of each large tree in the area, 
and the next morlling loliage evelywhere was covered with newly molted 
adults. T l ~ e  nurrrbers of subsequelltly emerging adults were rlegligible in 
comparison. In this case, it was literally true that the periodical cicadas had 
emerged as adults withill a few hours from eggs laid across a period of 
several weeks seventeen years belore. 
Even when tile emergence is not so striking, the influence of external 
envirollmental factors in synchronizing maturation is obvious. In 1959, the - 
total emergence was spread across a peiioci of perhaps two weeks, but nearly 
all emergence ol consequence took place on two or three nights during that 
period-in each case lollowing a warm rain. 
One obvious selective advantage in synchronous emergence, both for 
the individuals of any one species and for those of a11 the species living in 
any particular legion, is that the eRects ol predation would be greatly re- 
duced during the first 12 to 24 hours when the cicadas are soft, flightless, 
and particularly vulnerable. In late May, 1961, we noticed large Rocks of 
blnckbirds in scveral oak lorests where sparse and scattered emergences of 
Brood I had begun. Not a single living adult cicada could be found or 
heard, although wings and mutilated individuals could be picked up around 
the bases ol large trees bearing nymphal skins on their trunks. I t  seems that 
a scattercd emergence would be in double jeopardy, for flocks of birds would 
not ollly be able to consume a higher proportion of the emerging cicadas, 
but once congregated in the alea of emel-gcnce they would be more likely to 
keel' up with the newly molting cicadas appearing froin day to day. The  
effects of predation in shaping the peculiar evolution of periodical cicadas 
will be taken up again later. 
A second characteristic of periodical cicaclas that may be associated with 
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FIG. 9. l'lic plobable plrylogenetic relationships of 17-year and 13-ycar cicadas. 
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synchronous emergences and with the long life cycle, is their specialized 
acoustical behavior. Anlong cicadas there is a wide range of variability in 
the particular behavior associated with production of the calling oi con- 
gregational song. T h e  nature of this variability and its effects are discussed 
in some detail by Alexander (1960). I t  can be suinmari7ed briefly as follows. 
On the one hand, individual males become residential and sing Ilonl the 
same perch, the same limb or part of a tree, or the same tree, lo1 long 
periods oT time-at least up to several days in species that we have obseivetl, 
such as Tlbicen  caniczllaris (Harris), T.  firz~inosa (Say), T .  1nn7g2nnll.s 
(Walker), Dicerofirocta viridifascia (Walker), D. olympusa (Walker), and  
Oltanagana rimosa (Say). I n  such instances, individual females nlust be 
attracted to individual males, and there seems to be little or no attiaction 
among males. There may even be acoustical repellence among males, taus- 
ing some spacing antl enhancing residentiality and solitary behaviol as is 
p1ol)ably the case in various Orthoptera. At the other extreme, nlales per- 
forn~  in great clusters, as we have been describing for Magiciccldn. They 
aggregate and pile together, climbing over and across one another, antl 
instead of singing continually for long, uninterrupted periods, they altelnate 
bursts ol song with bursts of flight. This activity, through an orientation 
that we (lo not yet clearly understand (does it occur during flight or at time 
01' trrke-off; as a result of acoustical stimuli, visual stimuli, or both?), tends 
to make the group more compact and to increase its s i ~ e  ancl activity. T h e  
les~rlt  in such animals is that the stationary target lor females is  the dloius 
itsell, rather than the individual males. Individual males increase their 
thances of copulating largely through ability to join the chorus and pellorn1 
:I$ the other niales are perlorming. As such a chorus grows, its attractiveness 
to l )ot l~ males and leinales must also grow, if only through an incleasing 
range ol effectiveness (but probably also through increasingly efficient group 
activity, such as synchroni7ation), so that a kind of feedback results, one 
which should have selective effects on an evolutionary scale in atltlition to 
its direct effects. 
T h a t  this range oC variation in acoustical behavior exists among the 
Cicadidae as a group is an obvious lact. But we have obseivetl t11;tt almost 
the entire range oL variation also exists with in  many of the species that 
occur in eastern North America. Tha t  is, the individuals ol a pal ticulal 
species (lor example, all of the species o l  Tibicen  ancl Diceloproctn listed 
above) behave sometimcs one way and sometimes the other. The  i m p o ~  tant 
influence seems to be population size antl density. In  spaisely populatecl 
areas, such as residential districts in towns with scattered, large old trees, 
intlividual males of any ol these species can be heard clay after clay and 
continually for an 1lo11r or Inore at a time, singing from llie samr p e ~ t l i  o~ 
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the same tree. In  other areas where dense populations of the same species 
occur, the behavior exhibited is strikingly different and comparable to that 
of' 1Magicicada. There is a sing-fly alternation; individuals cluster in great 
numbers; the daily period of activity is usually shortened; and the percen- 
tage of indivicluals active at the same time is greatly increased. 
T h e  selective ridvantage of the ~naintenance of such variability in acous- 
tical behavior alllong species that are subject to wide fluctuations in popula- 
tion size ant1 density from generation to generation is obvious. Maximum 
effectiveness in breeding populations is promoted in times o l  high and low 
pol-'ulation density by kinds of activity that are ahnost diametrically op- 
posed to one another. Some species are more characteristically associated 
with one of these extremes than with the other, not only because of their 
usual po11ulation structure but also because of their particular kind of song. 
Thus, species of Dice~.o$rocta and Oltanagana have continuous songs ancl 
are more lrequently found behaving individually than species ol' Tibicefz 
which have intermittent songs (though low-intensity buzzes connect the 
tlifferent songs produced by an individual performing alone) and for the 
most part can be found behaving in choruses of greater or lesser density 
antl singing only during restricted portions of the day. 
T h e  lactors which directly bring about this intraspecific variation in 
acoustical behavior are somewhat obscure. However, some clues are avail- 
able. At least three events increase a male cicada's propensity to fly: (1 )  
111-ocluc.ing a song burst, (2) hearing a song burst, and (3) seeing another 
cicada fly (or seeing lnotion of any kind). In Magicicadn, at least two 
events increase a male's propensity to sing: (1) hearing a song burst (either 
a partial phrase or a complete phrase under certain conditions) and (2) 
taking a short flight. Now under these conditions, placing a group of males 
together on a warm, bright clay would stimulate the sing-fly rhythm and 
group performance. Rut keeping a male away f ' ro~n intense acoustical stimu- 
lation antl the sight of' other Hying lr~ales would decrease the likelil~ood 
of his flying between song bursts and increase the likelihood that he would 
sing SI-om the same location for a longer period of time whenever light 
intensity and other external factors were suitable for singing. 
T h e  manner in which the above variability in acoustical behavior arose 
is not clear. Specializetl chorusing behavior, along with the intense, synchro- 
nized, sing-fly behavior o f  males in clusters, is probably an innovation that 
appeared among cicadas which were already coming together as adults 
through acoustical behavior that was more similar to that of orthopterans. 
Silnple, individual perSor~nances-ant attraction between individuals-is a 
less complicaled kind of behavior than elaborate, synchronized chorusing, 
and seems the more likely prec,ursor. An alternative to this explanation is 
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the possibility that cicadas aggregated in a highly speciali~ed fashion prior 
to the development of acoustical behavior, and that acoustical behavior 
originated in some way not plesently clear to us, perhaps in a context in 
which the action of the group as a result of disturbance, rather than during 
reproductive behavior, was the first effective communication. 
A specialilation that may be imp01 tant to the understanding ol direc- 
tions and rate$ of evolution among pe~iodical cicadas is a possible loss of 
flexibility in acoustical behavior. We have never seen individual males of 
Magrtrroda perfornl alone in the field as residential, non-flying singeis. In 
the lew instances where we have observed stlaggling individuals, they d ~ d  
not sing continuously for long periods ol time. In the laboratory and on 
the edges of dense populations in the field, individual males still seem to 
perl'orm in a sing-fly rhythm. Even the misshapen individuals that one often 
finds singing low in trees and bushes soilleti~nes drop from their perches 
altel a bnlst ol a few phrases, and they rarely sing continuously without 
long breaks between short groups ol phrases. I t  seems that a lone male 
Magicicada is unable to continue singing for a very long time without stimu- 
lation from other males, and thus may be more likely to stop singing than 
to adjust his behavior in the direction of that of males oi other species with 
more flexible or more solitary and individual behavior. 
The  length ol the lile cycle is known in only a few cicadas, but in all 
caws ~t appears to be no shorter than four years (Reamer, 1928). The  selec- 
tive advantage in these long lile cycles is not clear, but some possibilities 
are apparent. A given habitat can probably support a larger population 
per generation of a species that requires many years to mature than it can 
01 ;I species that is coinparable in body sile but requires only one year to 
inatule. We have already notcd that in chorusing cicadas, dense adult popu- 
lations seen1 to be a great deal more effective than sparse ones. How this 
iel;~tionsl~ip began is obscuie, but at least we can be fairly certain that it 
exist, today. Pelhaps the loss in flexibility of acoustical behavior occurred 
in n/l(rgzc~mdn as a lesult of a very long period of wccess in chorusing ]>el- 
ior~nance in dense populations associated with a long life cycle. Once such 
a loss in flexibility occulred, there would seem to be a stiong probability 
that selection would be limited to lavoring an intensification of the long 
lile cycle-speciali~ed chorusing trend. This might account in some part for 
the direction 01 evolution taken by periodical cicadas. In addition, preda- 
tion is bound to be more severe on a short-lived, dense, active, noisy popula- 
tion or cicCldas than on one with other characteristics. Again, if periodical 
cicadas hat1 speciali7ecl lar enough in tlli? direction, then an increasiilgly 
severe predation could oilly ac t elei ate and lurther the process-the only 
obvious nlte1n:ltive for periotllc;~l cicadas woultl bc increasingly dense 
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populations, increasingly synchronous emergences, increasingly long lile 
cycles, and incleasing specialization of acoustical behavior. Such predation 
would tend to reinforce the failure of stragglers and off-year partial emel- 
gences, perhaps accounting in lalge palt  lor the lest~iction to broods antl 
the cementing of the life cycles antl the synchrony among species that is 
evident today. 
T h e  geiletic and physiological ba\es for the attenuated life cycles or 
peliotlical cicada\, ant1 lor the incletlible syndl~ony that is maintained 
11onl generation to generation, ale completely lunknown. Possibly these 
cicadas undergo 13 or 17 obligate diapauses, the individuals of each species 
in effect "catching up" with one another developmentally every autumn 
as do other insects with one- and two-year lile cycles and specific diapause 
stages. T h e  nlunI1er of instars is still uncertain, although various studies 
\~tnrmalired by Plarlatt (1923) indicate that t h e ~ e  are five instars, as in 
other cicadas (Reamer, 1928). According to Marlatt, the first instar lasts 
;11>ont one year, the second and third about two years, the fourth t h ~  ee yea1 s, 
ant1 the filth five yeas  in 13-year cicadas and nine years in 17-year cicadas. 
Some competition must exist among the species of periodicnl cicadac 
within a par tit ulnr 111 ood ,ind among the 111 oods in a pal t i cu l a~  locality. 
This is suggested by the l,~cts that: (1) there are never mole than two or 
three major broorls in one woods, (2) I~roadly synlpatric broods ale always 
\elmrated by a span of at least thlee years (Fig. lo), and ( 5 )  there was a 
noticeable reduction in nurnhers o l  other species where trrcl~rassini was 
most abundant in Brood XIX. Anothel kind of "competitive" or mutually 
ex( lutling interaction may be involved in the failure of 13-year and 17-year 
c icddas to overlap broadly, especially in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and hlis- 
souli, whele the IS-yem cicadas reach northward in a peninsular dis t~ibu-  
tion far into the gene~al  egion of 17-year cicada range (Fig. 3). We assume 
that a particular wootls can sustain only so many juvenile ticatlas, and in 
c e ~  tain ci~cumstances this lilust leduce one species more than another. We 
have speculated that bleeding inefficiency, due to the absence ot barriers to 
copulation between incolllpatible 17-year and 13-year cicadas, might be 
involved in the failure of these two kinds ol populations to overlap bi oadly 
where they meet. 
Much more interesting than possible competitive interactions is the 
suggestion that there are actually some st1 ong advan tages to the different 
species living together and emerging at the same times. This conclusion 
seems incscapal)le in view of the seve~al possibilities fol separation that 
have not been exploiled. 
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FIG. 10. Generalized distributions of the major broods of i\.lagiczcada in rclation LO 
the appioximate limit of maximum MTisconsin glacialion (dashcd linc) and Lhc Appa- 
lachian Mou~ltains (S-shapcd cncloaed arca). 
Fixst, ~~iicrosynrpatry is continually offset by the rather loose habitat 
requirements of the three spccies, coupled with the tendency ol the adults 
of each spccics to asseillble through song. Any deciduous woodland with a 
1. ,111 . . degree o l  pcrlnanence seeins suitable lor periodical cicadas, including 
dry, upland, oak-hickory woods, mixed lowland forests, and several kinds 
of orcllards. Big old lone oaks, elins, cottonwoods, hickories, apples, ant1 
other trees that we have observed supporting colonies attest to this absence 
o l  specificity. Oviposition lrlust be clumped every generation as a rcsult ol 
song assembly. DiPCerences in habitat 1-equirenlents or habitat selection 
woud tend to offset competitive interactions, and one would expect these 
to I)c swiftly elaborated whenever they appear if competition is a guiding 
lorcc. This is surely not the case. Except lor local instances such as reported 
by llybas ant1 Davis (in press) and Dybas and Lloyd (in press)-which, 
regtrdless o l  ofrsetting lactors, should appear briefly now and tllen under 
tlie conditions wc have described-sympatry is about as complete as it possi- 
bly could be. 
Second, the three spccies consistently emerge precisely together, although 
interference in sexual behavior should cause intensive selection lor diver- 
gencc in this respect. Species of cicadas in various genera are active a11 
through sulnlner until lrost in the same gcneral habitats that periodical 
cicadas occupy, suggesting that the available season is much longer than 
that utilized. 
One is inclined to specul,~tc that there may be some advantage in over,ill 
abundance, regaldless of whether one, two, or three species are involved. 
I t  has been ~epeatedly suggested that predation is a likely reason ior such 
a plcsunrecl advantage. Predation on peiiodical cicadas would have to be 
non-specific and hapha~ald,  for therc are no pretlators with compaiable lile 
cycles, or with the alxlity to repe<ttedly build up devastating nunlbers at 
the pal ticular tillles and places of emergence. T h e  tremendous numbers 01 
ricatlns that die, al~parently ol old age-but certainly without predation 01 
obvious paiasitislu 01 tlisense-also suggest that i t  might be too hasty to 
conclude that lowered susceptlbllity to predation is the principal advantage 
in overall abundance. Rilalc cicadas keep up intensive cllorusing long altel 
the vast lllajolity ol lemales have been insenlinated and are no longer 5ex- 
ually receptive. 
T11at birds tan effectively wipe OLIL sinnll l)ol~ulations of adult cicada5 
was fiist illustiated to us in 1957 when about a tl~ousand cicadas were trans- 
leired fioin Ross County to Hocking County, Ohio, for experimental woik. 
Shortly after release of the cicadas, birds began attacking and capturing 
them, and within three days there were no clcadas to be heard or  seen in the 
entire area. Marlatt relates a similar incident illvolving the adults from 
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a pol>ulation started 17 ye'us earlier in Washington, D. C. He counted five 
thousand emergence holes, but blackbirds descended and attacked the 
cicadas in great nuinbers and a lew days after the emergence there were no 
living adults in the area. 
'I'l~e devasting effects of predators upon small, dense populations of 
cicaclas recall the observations made earlier upon the concentration ot the 
sparse species in any Magicicada emergence into one or a few trees within 
the area ol emergence. The  breeding behavior ol periodical cicadas draws 
them into noisy, active, concentrated masses, and as such they must be 
highly vulnerable to predaceous birds. But inside a inajor emergence 01 two 
or three species, a tiny, concentrated species population would be largely 
protected by its inore abundant co-emergents. T h e  result would be fluctuat- 
ing abundances ol the different species, each acquiring increasing iinmunity 
Cronl predation as it5 total population decreased in size, as long as there 
ruel-e otlwl- species p~ f , s en t  to bear the brunt of predation by virtue of a 
relatively increased po~>ulation six.  The  net effect should be that any 
isolated species with the particular behavior of periodical cicadas would be 
deciluated with increased severity whenever its nunlbers decreased, while 
pop~~lations 01 the same species that emerged within a group ol two or 
t h e e  spccies would be increacingly protected under the same conditions. 
Two or three species together then could operate in continual balance 
against the tavagcs oT predators, and maintain the unusually specialized 
lile cycle5 and behavior patterns that have been evolved in this group. 
Frolri the relationships that have been inade evident to this point, it is 
clear that the general sequence of cvents that gave rise to the six periodical 
cicatlas went something like this. An ancestral species was separated into 
threc divergent populations (Fig. 9). This could have happened as a three- 
way split, or as one two-way split followed by another in one of the daughter 
l~opulations (for example, the ancestor ol the -cassini and -decula siblings, 
which scem more closely allied to one another than either is to the -decim 
siblings). Subseqnently thesc three species must have become largely sym- 
patric, lor in a later division, each contributed a nlcinber species both to 
the pol1~11;~tion that was to develop a 17-year life cycle and to the one that 
was to develop a 13-year life cycle. It  is a nloot question what kind ol life 
cycle the three ancestral species had-whether 13-year or 17-year or sonle 
other long, fixed or flexible period. Subsequently the 17-year species and 
the 13-year species each underwent fractionation into several allochronic 
broods, and at least one more fractionation took place at a still later time. 
Of the above facts we can be lairly certain. But there are some vexing 
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c~u(:stio~ls involved. I'erhaps the l~iost perplexing is how three different 
sl~ccies ill cacli ol two different cases could all hit upon the salnc odd lire 
cycle. Yct i l  we order tlie presmned events in any other fashion, the problem 
bcconics Illore dificult, Lor there is no possibility that the -cassini, -decula, 
:tnd -tlecilll sibling pairs (lid not each have a conlrnon ancestor-the siblings 
are too l~luch alikc to have evolved independently. Possibly gross life cycle 
cliffercnccs in slowly maturing cicadas have a simple genetic basis; this is 
suggested by the evidence that the life cycle difEerence between 13-year and 
17-year cicadas is owing to a difference in the length of the final nynlphal 
illstar (Marlatt, 1923). 
A comparison of Figs. 1, 2, and 10 suggests that there has been llloi-e than 
one period of brood fo'rmation. Here it is clear that groups of 17-year broods 
are related both geographically and temporally. That  is, broods 1vhic11 
apl'ear on successive years neighbor each other or overlap geographically- 
Broods I and 11 in tlle eastern Appalachians; Broods I11 and IV in the 
west cc~itral states; Broods V and VI in the central and southern Appalach- 
ian region; Broods V111, IX, X, and XI in the Appalachian region; and 
Broods XI11 and XIV in the central to southern Appalachian region. Tlle 
i~idications are that each of these groups of broods arose from a single an- 
cestral brood that occurred in the general area now occupied by the several 
rclatcd broods. If this is the case, then there lnust have been at least two 
1najo.r periods of brood formation. 
h lnajor climatic fluctuation must be necessary to upset the emergence 
tillies of significant portions of a brood with the lifc cycle as fixed as it is 
today. Obviously the life cycles must have been fixed prior to any l~rood 
lorlnation to allow the appearance of the many identical broods we have 
today, and so we can assuinc that major clilrlatic upsets were indeed neces- 
sary lor the formation of the broods. The  most recent major climatic fluctu- 
ations in North A~rierica occurred during Pleistocene, and glacial advances 
scem the only likely candidate for the events we wish to explain. I t  inigllt 
be argued that populations isolated since Pleistocene should now have 
become separate specks, but a species with a 17-year life cycle may have 
undergone as few as 600 generations since the last glacial maximum. Every 
laboratory D~.osophiln populatio~l that has been cultured continuously lor 
25 or 30 years has been isolated lor more generations than this fro111 the 
rest ol its species. 
An additional fact apparent from the brood maps in Fig. 10 affirms the 
suggestion that climatic fluctuations associated with the glacial advances 
caused the last major brood fragmentation. There are only two inajor 
broods of 13-year cicadas, and there is no  grouping of temporally and 
geographically isolated broods. The  suggestion is strong that the ]%year 
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cicadas did not undergo a second major period of brood formation. T h e  
southern location of 13-year cicadas inay have separated them far enough 
from the effects of the ice advances to keep this from happening. 
If 13-year cicadas were far enough from the glaciers to avoid ~na jo r  
brood Sragmentation, it follows that the 17-year broods must have been 
closer to the glaciers-perhaps very much closer. Present brood distributions 
reinl'orce this suggestion. No brood is either whdly inside the region of 
Wisconsin glaciation or restricted to the higher Appalachians, which were 
probably also inhospitable during maximum glaciation. Ollly Brood IV, 
which extends even l'arther southwest than the 13-year cicadas, is complete- 
ly outside these two regions. All of the other nine major 17-year broods 
extent1 into the previously glaciated regions or across the Appalachian 
Mountains. But the southern limits of some ol these broods are amazingly 
close to the glacial line. Thus, Brood XI11 extends only about a hl~ndred 
miles west of the glacial line in eastern Iowa, and Broods V and VIl l  are 
contained between eastern Ohio and the crest ol the Appalachians in West 
Virginia. Other broods extend far southward from these points, demon- 
strating that suitable 17-year cicada habitat is not restricted to northern 
locations in eastern North Anierica today. Broad geographic overlaps such 
as those between Broods IX  and XIV, Broods X and XIV, and Broods I1 
and X show that nlore than one brood can co-exist in the same general 
lorations, a t  least if they do not emerge on successive years. If Broods TIT, 
V, VIII, IX, and XI11 were once pushed far below the glacial bountlaries, 
then why do  they not have some persisting remnants there today? II we 
assume that all species ant1 broods of periodical cicadas dispersed at similar 
rates into the advancing areas of suitable habitat following the retreat of 
the glaciers, then the fact that some 17-year broods presently extend milch 
I'm-ther south than others is a strong indication that the dense broods that 
are today wholly located near the glacial boundary survived within or 
almost within their present locations during the climatic flzlctzlntions 1-espon- 
s i l~ le  / o r  t h e i ~  appenmnre .  Further, the present clistribl~tion of 13-year 
cicadas in Illinois and Missouri, apparently to the exclusion of 17-year 
cicadas, suggests that in this particular location 18-year cicadas were not lar 
south of the glacier, and that they were at least close enough to, enter this 
particular region belore any 17-year broods could invade it. IS 17-year and 
15-year cicadas cannot efficiently live together, as is suggested by our data 
to this point, then the 17-year species must have been greatly restricted 
during maximum glaciation, cut off on the north by the glaciers and on the 
south by the presenre of 13-year cicadas. I t  seems reaso,nable to suggest that 
17-year cicadas survived through the particular period during glaciation 
which was responsil)le for the last major period of brood forlnation in three 
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principal locations: west of the Mississippi River in Ioava and Farther south; 
between the Appalachians and the glacier in Tennessee, Kentucky, and 
perllaps even Ohio and West Virginia; and along the eastern and southern 
borders of the Appalachian Mountains.' 
T h e  particular temporal relations of the groups of broods that lie closest 
to the glacial boundary strengthen the suggestion that the glaciers did 
cause temporal splitting, and they give an indication as to how it might 
have come about. In nearly every pair ol related broods, the brood nearer 
the glacier appears one year earlier than its relative. Thus, on the west, 
Rroocl I11 appears one year earlier than Brood IV; centrally, Brood XIII- 
probably ancestrally related to Brood XIV to the southeast and geograph- 
ically as well as temporally separated l r o ~ n  i t  during Pleistocene-appears 
one year earlier than Brood XIV; Brood IX in the Appalachians appears 
one year earlier than Rrood X, slightly to the south and west. The  manner 
of lormation of the remaining broods, particularly Broods VIII and V, is 
more doubtful. Broods VIII and IX may have been synchronous prior to 
glaciation, rather than IX and X, in which case, the earlier emerging brood 
is still nearer to the glacial line. The  strong indication is that prolonged 
or repeated periods of extreme cold caused summation of diapauses (which 
we assume regulate the developmental cycles of these cicadas), and thus 
caused those populations closer to the glacial boundaries to emerge earlier. 
APPLICATION OF THE SPECIES CONCEPT T O  
PERIODICAL CICADAS 
Regardless or one's viewpoint concerning species definition, there can be 
no doubt that the three 17-year cicadas are distinct from one another and 
the three 13-year cicadas are distinct from one another. The  morphological 
and behavioral differences outlined here are more detailed and positive 
than those available for the majority of recognized animal species. Appar- 
ently the sole reason for ea~lier  taxonomists being unwilling to accept 
rnvsini as a distinct species, in spite of numerous confirmations of Cassin's 
excellent original evidence, is the unusual sympatry and synchrony between 
rnvlini and septenclerirn. Because no other closely related species were known 
to co-exist in this fashion, the evidence was either doubted or ignored. As 
a result, the most intriguing problems regarding the history of these un- 
usual animals have been suppressed. 
We expect that there will be some divergence of opinion anlong taxon- 
omists as to the most satislactory treatment ol the kinds of relationships 
existing between srbtendrcim and tredrcim, cassi71i and t )edecns~in i ,  and 
~ e p t e n d e r i ~ l n  and t?edeculn. Only sept~ndecinz  and trederim show morpho- 
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logical differences (Frontisp.), and even heie a certain percentage of speci- 
inens cannot bc distinguished. No behavioral differences are known between 
the members ol the three pairs. Only the lile cycle ant1 distributio~lal differ- 
ences are consistent. There is littlc doubt that the diflerences in life cycle 
are hereditary, but we do  not know how they ale tletelmined, and so cannot 
tell celtainly whether or not gene exchange occurs a t  221-year intervals 
between the kew 17-year and 13-year broods that overlap geoglaphically to 
a slight extent (Figs. 3, 10). Three Pacts suggest that such exchange of gene- 
tic ~naterials, if it occuis at all, must be insignificant: (1) the morphological 
diffe~ences between septendecznz and t7edecznz that are no less pronounced 
where the two species overlap, (2) the absence of evidence suggesting inter- 
mediate life cycles, especially in woods where all six species occur together, 
ant1 (3) the narrow lone o l  geographic overlap between 13-year and 17-year 
cicadas. T h e  location and unusual shape of the overlap zone (Fig. 3), to- 
gether with its narrowness and the fact that different broods of either 17-year 
or 13-year cicadas can co-exist in the salrie woods without obviously affecting 
each otllel's abundance, suggest that there may be a disadvantage in the 
co-existence of 17-year and 13-year cicadas in the same localities. As was dis- 
cussed earlier, this disadvantage could stem f ~ o m  a physiological or  genetic 
incompatibility that in these slowly evolving loilr~s has not yet become 
associated with behavioral or mor~~hological ba~rierr  to cop~llation. This 
contlition could lender the bleeding populations of both groups of species 
highly inefficient whenevei they elnelge simultaneously in the same local- 
ities. 
At any rate the morphological differences between most specimens of 
sef)iendpci,7z and trerlecirn, and the important difference in life cycle 
between the two members ol each species pair, indicate that 13-year cicadas 
have not exchanged genes with their 17-year counterparts at a significant 
rate as recently as the different broods of either 13-year or 17-year cicadas 
have with one another. Today, the individual broods are actually niore 
co~npletely isolatetl extrinsically from one another than the 13-year and 
17-year species are from one another. These broods are not only separated 
temporally because of the exceedingly small number of stragglers and virtual 
absence ol sympatry between successive large broods, but most are separated 
geographically as well (Fig. 10). We must conclude that if the different 
broods remain in their present status long enough without becoming ex- 
tinct, then they too will diverge sufficiently to become separate species at 
some time in the future. Several broods are large enough to make this a 
strong likelihood. 
We suggest that it is practical to designate extrinsically isolated popu- 
lations as species as soon as one can tlistinguish them, if two additional 
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conditions are taken into account in every case: (1) tile likelihood of 
disappearance of the extrinsic barrier before the appearance of intrinsic 
isolating mechanisms, and (2) the likelihood of one or the other of the 
populations bccoirling extinct prior to the appearance of intrinsic barriers 
to hybridization. Both of these possibilities can usually be determined with 
a high degree of confidence. 
A simple example would be the geographically isolated populatio~ls of 
the house cricket, Aclletci donzesticzes L., which now occur on all continents. 
Most of these inlportcd populations have burgeoned from small, local intro- 
ductions, and bccause of increasingly rigid restrictions o'n transport of living 
animals inld plants they will probably never again exchange genes on a 
significant scale. As soon as the American llouse crickets develop character- 
istics by which they can be distinguished froin the European house crickets- 
morphologically, physiologically, or behaviorally-then it should be most 
131-actical to regard them as different species. Rather than adding to the 
corifusion concerning species definition, we think this practice would clarify 
Inany problems and promote use of the species concept in its proper, bio- 
logical, evolutionary context. Much needless confusio~n regarding llie use 
of trinomials and the evaluation ol "degrees" of difference could be elim- 
inated, so that it would actually become a more straiglltlorward and mean- 
ingful proposition to designate spccies in all situations, whether dealing 
with preserved specinlens or natural populations. Further, there is little 
evidence to suggest that this practice would result in a great increase in 
scientific names; the house cricket is a good illustration that allopatric 
populations do not diverge overnight. Isolated, successful populations which 
have dcveloped non-overlapping differences and show no likelihood of being 
brought back together in the forseeable luture have already become sepa- 
rate evolutionary units and should be treatcd separately by nlost (if not all) 
kinds of biologists. 
This problem comes up with periodical aniinals becausc of the teinporal 
isolating factor, as it does with island populations that are geographically 
isolated. In the case of the 13-year and 17-year cicadas, there is no doubt 
that the six populations need to be recognized by all biologists, there is no 
problcnl in separating them, there is scarcely any possibility that they will 
interbreed significantly in the future, and there is certainly no good reason 
to designate them by trinoniials. For these reasons, we consider tllc~n to be 
distinct species. 
Both the speciation which has already occurred between 17-year and 13- 
year siblings and that which may be incipient among some of the different 
broods of 13-year and 17-year cicadas are the results of interesting combina- 
tions of geographic and temporal sepalation. Temporal separations due to 
unusu;~l clirilatic events affecting only parL of a brood, or resulting from 
successSu1 straggling during tiines when the life cycles were not so rigid as 
thcy are now, appear to have been the principal initiating factors in forining 
the dilferent broods. In the first case there would have been a degree ol 
geographic separation Srolll the start, although it would have had little 
sigilificance in the coiltinuing failure to exchange genes; in the second case 
geographic separation necd not have been involved in any way. On the 
other h;rncl, the ternl~oi-a1 separation present today between 13-year and 17- 
year cicadas has undoubtedly developed as a result of initial geographic 
separation. But the partial breakdown of allopatry now in evidence may 
have lest allochrony- either at sonie time in the past or yet today-as the 
sole barrier to significant hybridization. 
We should note that although temporal isolation becoines increasingly 
important in initiating and promoting speciation among animals with 
life cycles of increasing length, this added factor is counteracted with regard 
to its cffect on overall rates oS speciation by the reduction in rate of change. - 
An extrclnely long time inust be required for two isolated populations with 
17-year life cycles to tlevelol) incoinpatibility or diverge sufficiently to be 
distinguished by biologists. Many populations with one- or two-year life 
cycles lnust havc been fraginented and developed into different species since 
the lxesent broods of periodical cicadas were first formed. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I .  There are six species of Magicicada: three with 17-year life cycles 
and three with 13-year life cycles. Two ncw 13-year species and one ncw 
17-year species are described, and types arc designated for all species. Each 
17-year species has a 18-year sibling from which it can be separated oilly by 
differences in lifc cycle and geographic distribution. The  three species with 
the same liSe cycle can in each casc be distinguished by striking differences 
in acoustical behavior, and also by other behavioral characteristics, as well 
as by size, color, and inale genitalia. 
2. There are at lcast I8 successful broods of Magicicada: 13 with 17-year 
cycles and five with 13-year cycles. These broods emerge on different years 
and have different geographic ranges. The  presence of three species has been 
verified lor 12 of the 18 successful broods, and two species have been found 
in each of the other six broods. Although inore than one brood may inhabit 
a single forest, broods that appear on successive years do not overlap broad- 
ly. Temporal and spatial distribution of the broods indicates that there have 
been at least two major periods of brood formation, and that Pleistocene 
glaciation must have been involvcd in at least the last one. 
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3. The  three species within each brood are generally sympatric, and irlost 
habitats contain all three species, individually intermingled. But there are 
predictable differences in species abundance in different habitats, and 
differential clumping ol adults occurs as a result of song chorusing. In some 
locations along the peripheries of ranges, only one or two species occur. 
Although 17-ycar cicadas are generally northern, and 13-year cicadas gener- 
ally sou~hern, the two occur together in the same lorest in sonle locations, 
and the northern extension of 13-year cicadas is far north of the southern 
extension oC 17-year cicadas. 
4. DifIerent species 01 Mag~cicada which live together were not iourid 
cross-copulating, even under the most striking conditions ol sympatry; and 
there is no evidence of hybridization. When the three 13-year species were 
confinccl together in small cages, all possible kinds of inter-specific matings 
were obtained, apparently because of a reduction in the females' ability to 
reject males of other species. I t  is not known whether 13-year and 17-year 
siblings cross-copulate or hybridize in the rare circumstances when they 
meet (every 221 years in narrow 7ones of overlap). But no  intermediate life 
cycles are known; one pair of siblings can be distinguished about 95 per 
cent of the time by differences in color and in the si7e of thc abdomen; 
and thc peculiar shape of the nalrow Lone of geographic overlap b e t ~ ~ e e n  
17-year and 13-year cicadas suggests mutual exclusion, possibly because 01 
deleterious interaction during the adult stage. 
5. Periodical cicada inales appear to be more spcciali7ed in their acous- 
tical behavior than most other North American cicadas, having to all indi- 
cations lost the ability to perform acoustically as residential individuals. 
They are thus more or less restricted to a pathway of specialization einpha- 
s i~ ing  and depending upon dense, active, chorusing clusters of adults. I t  
is suggested that there has been selection lor synchrony and sympatry among 
species with the same life cycle, principally because of the cushioning cffect 
of dense, multiple-species populations with regard to predation; and that 
there may even have bccn selection for ecological identity among juveniles 
in connection with reducing deleterious competitive interactions among 
spccics dependent upon one another's prcsence for survival through the 
adult period. 
6. Apparently the six Magicicada species arose from a cominon ancestor 
which first split into three species representing the ancestors of the three 
modern 13-year and 17-year sibling pairs. These three ancestral species must 
have become sympatric, for each later contributed a member species to the 
17-year population and another to the 13-ycar population. Formation of the 
present broods within each life cycle must have taken place still later. The  
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life cycles of a~~cestral  specics are unkilowil, as is the basis for the life cycle 
differeilces ill the rnoderri species. 
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